
Storyshift: Genocide Route 
 

This is the genocide route of my Storyshift adaption. If you’re looking for the True Pacifist route, click 

here. Make sure to read it before you proceed.  
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6 Left  
 Go to beginning again  

 

[After the True Reset, Frisk has fallen from the cliff into the underground again but decided to go 

down a different route this time] 

[They proceed their way into a pitch-black room] 

[The canvas shows Napstablook with their back turned to Frisk] 

[Napstablook turns around, glitching back and forth] 
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Napstablook: oh…hello……. you must be new here… i….i haven’t seen a human for quite a while…how 

interesting. sorry……i haven’t introduced myself to you yet… i must be a horrible friend. Well, my 

name is blooky….but that’s just my nickname. actually, i’m napstablook…napstablook the ghost. 

what’s your name? … well, you don’t have to tell me……. i guess you have a lot of questions right now 

and uh….i’m trying my best to answer them…… that’s what friends do, right? 

 

[Napstablook fight starts] 

 

Napstablook: look at that heart, that’s….um….that’s your soul i guess. and yeah, that’s it……. gee….i’m 

terrible at explaining…. i gotta cry….  

 

[Napstablook starts crying. Tears hit the bullet hell box. Napstablook keeps crying until Frisk’s soul 

gets hit by the tears. Dodging doesn’t add any further dialogue] 

[The moment a tear hits Frisk’s soul, Frisk’s HP skips to 1 and Napstablook immediately stops crying] 

[Their face glitches even more and their mouth turns into a distorted smile, black and white glitches 

covering Napstablook’s face] 

 

Napstablook: DID YOU REALLY THINK YOU COULD ADD ANYTHING TO MY SITUATION BY CATCHING 

MY TEARS? THAT’S SO STUPID! HAHAHAHAHA!! YOU DO WANT TO COMFORT ME, RIGHT? HEH…  

 

[Napstablook, still wearing that distorted expression, summons several tears, surrounding Frisk’s soul] 

 

Napstablook:        1 

 

[Napstablook laughs, the tears move nearer and nearer] 

[Suddenly, Napstablook got hit by a bone] 

 

Napstablook:     2 

Papyrus [from the off]: STOP PESTERING THAT SMALL HUMAN, YOU 

UGLY ERROR!!  

 

[Papyrus throws another bone at Napstablook, causing them to vanish in thin air] 

[Papyrus confidently steps into Napstablook’s bullet hell fight] 

 



Papyrus: AHEM…HUMAN! DO NOT FRET! THIS PLACE IS FULL OF EVIL 

MONSTERS, BUT I, THE GREAT PAPYRUS AND ONCE PRINCE OF 

THIS LAND, WILL PROTECT YOU AS LONG AS YOU’RE HERE! 

SORRY FOR NOT COMING SOONER. I NEVER THOUGHT THAT 

WEIRD GLITCH WOULD EVER COME AGAIN TO BOTHER MY FOLK! 

ANYWAY, DO NOT BE AFRAID, YOUNG HUMAN. FOLLOW MY LEAD 

AND YOU WILL BE FINE!  

 

[Papyrus and Frisk exit the bullet hell, and both enter the next room] 

 

Papyrus: HUMAN, YOU’VE SEEN WHAT WOULD HAVE HAPPENED IF I 

DIDN’T COME SOONER TO PROTECT YOU! EXACTLY, THAT’S 

WHY IT IS MY OBLIGATION TO GUIDE YOU THROUGH THE RUINS 

AND SHOW YOU EVERYTHING THAT IS NEEDED FOR YOU TO 

KNOW! IN THIS ROOM, THERE’S NOTHING MUCH, BUT FOLLOW 

ME IN THE NEXT ROOM AND YOU WILL HAVE THE ADVENTURE 

OF YOUR LIFETIME, I PROMISE!  

 

[At this point, Papyrus goes on as usual. Stepping into the next room reveals a lot of puzzles which 

Papyrus explains to Frisk] 

 

Papyrus: HEHE, THAT WAS WHAT I WAS TALKING ABOUT! PUZZLES 

AND MORE PUZZLES! ORIGINALLY, MONSTERS DID SET UP 

PUZZLES TO STOP HUMANS BUT SINCE BARELY ANY HUMANS 

COME THROUGH THESE DAYS, THEY’RE FOR NOTHING 

USEFUL. SO, I WORKED HARD TO RECALIBRATE THE PUZZLES, 

YOU KNOW IN CASE A HUMAN COMES THROUGH, BUT YOU 

SEEM NICE SO I WILL HELP YOU! JUST KIDDING, MY PUZZLES 

WON’T DO YOU ANY HARM. WHY DON’T YOU FIRST TRY THEM 

OUT YOURSELF? YOU CAN ALWAYS COME TO ME TO ASK FOR 

HELP!  

 

[Papyrus steps aside to let Frisk do the puzzles] 

[Reluctantly, Frisk solves the five different puzzles one by one] 

[Papyrus follows Frisk each time they completed a puzzle] 



[When Frisk completed all puzzles, Papyrus steps in] 

 

Papyrus: YOU DID ALL THE PUZZLES VERY GREATLY AND THAT 

EVEN WITHOUT MY HELP! I’M ALREADY SO PROUD OF YOU! I 

NEVER THOUGHT OF MEETING SUCH A PUZZLE 

ENTHUSIASIST LIKE YOU! IF YOU LOVE PUZZLES SO MUCH, 

THEN YOU WILL BE ACCELERATED BY THE NEXT ROOM THAT 

AWAITS YOU!  

 

[The next puzzle room consists of a large area patched with different grey tiles and some small 

buttons on the side of the wall] 

[Papyrus walks over to the buttons and turns to Frisk] 

 

Papyrus: THIS, HUMAN, IS A SPECIAL PUZZLE DEDICATED TO AN 

UNFORGIVABLY SPECIAL PERSON…NO, TWO UNFORGIVABLY 

SPECIAL PEOPLE! IF YOU CAN SOLVE THIS PUZZLE, YOU ARE 

TRULY A GENUIS! LET ME EXPLAIN THE RULES FIRST: WHEN I 

TURN ON THIS MACH…UH BUTTONS, THEN THE TILES WILL 

RANDOM TAKE ON DIFFERENT COLORS THAT SERVE 

DIFFERENT FUNCTIONS. RED TILES WOULD BE IMPASSABLE. 

BLUE TILES ARE WATER TILES THAT WILL GET YOUR CLOTHES 

SOGGY. STEPPING ON GREEN TILES WOULD MAKE YOU FIGHT A 

MONSTER. YELLOW TILES WOULD SIMPLY PUSH YOU BACK 

ONTO THE PREVIOUS TILE. ORANGE TILES WOULD MAKE YOU 

ORANGE SCENTED WHILE PURPLE TILES WOULD MAKE YOU 

SMELL LIKE LEMONS. AND PINK TILES, WELL THEY DON’T DO 

ANYTHING. DID YOU UNDERSTAND EVERYTHING?  

 

(Did you understand Papyrus’ instructions?) 

YES  

     NO  

 

[When clicking on NO] 

 



Papyrus: ALRIGHT, THEN I WILL EXPLAIN IT TO YOU ONE MORE TIME. 

RED TILES ARE IMPASSABLE. BLUE TILES ARE WATER TILES. 

GREEN TILES MAKE YOU FIGHT A MONSTER AND ORANGE 

TILES MAKE YOU SMELL LIKE ORANGES, WHICH MEANS THAT 

YELLOW TILES MAKE YOU SMELL LIKE LEMONS WHICH MAKES 

SENSE, SINCE LEMONS ARE YELLOW. WAIT… BUT WHAT DO 

PURPLE TILES DO THEN? I GUESS… THEY JUST DON’T DO 

ANYTHING. OR WERE THEY THE TILES WHICH MAKE YOU SMELL 

LIKE LEMONS? BUT WHY NOT THE YELLOW ONES? WELL, YOU 

WILL SEE WHEN I TURN ON THE MACHINE. DID YOU 

UNDERSTAND IT BETTER NOW?  

 

(Did you understand Papyrus’ instructions?) 

YES  

     Even less  

 

[When clicking on ‘Even less’] 

 

Papyrus: SIGH… NO PROBLEM. YOU KNOW, PATIENCE IS MY BIGGEST 

VIRTUE. ANYWAY, I REMEMBER I WROTE AN INSTRUCTION 

ABOUT THE RULES. IT MUST BE SOMEWHERE HOME. WHAT 

ABOUT IF I GIVE YOU THE INSTRUCTION LATER SO YOU CAN 

DO THAT PUZZLE ON YOUR OWN? FOR THE MEANWHILE, LET’S 

MOVE ON. I HAVE PLENTY OF OTHER THINGS WHICH I HAVE TO 

SHOW TO YOU!  

 

[Papyrus and Frisk proceed to the next room] 

[The next room is significantly smaller than the previous rooms and there’s nothing but an anime cat-

doll mannequin in the middle of the room] 

[The mannequin stares at Frisk with empty eyes] 

[Papyrus goes over to the mannequin and points at it] 

 

Papyrus: THIS MIGHT LOOK LIKE A CHALLENGE FOR YOU NOW, 

HUMAN, BUT DO NOT BE AFRAID! MANY MONSTERS HAVE A 



HOSTILE ATTITUDE TOWARDS HUMANS LIKE YOU, BUT THEY 

DO NOT MEAN ANY BAD. THEY ARE JUST AFRAID, YOU KNOW? 

NOT MANY MONSTERS HAVE SEEN HUMANS LIKE YOU. ALL 

YOU NEED TO DO IS TALK TO THEM, SHOW THEM YOUR MERCY 

AND THEY WILL BE READY TO SPARE YOU AS WELL! THE KEY IS 

TO BE KIND TO OTHERS. THAT’S WHY I GOT SO POPULAR 

AMONGST MONSTERS! C’MON HUMAN AND TALK TO THIS 

MANNEQUIN!  

 

[Frisk approaches the mannequin] 

(The eyes of this mannequin stare directly in your soul) 

(Would you like to disturb it?) 

     Disturb it  

Do nothing  

 

[Selecting “Disturb it” triggers a fight with the mannequin. Frisk enters the bullet hell once again, 

however with more options than previously with Napstablook] 

 

Papyrus: SEE? YOU JUST ENTERED A FIGHT! JUST PRETEND THE 

MANNEQUIN STARTED THIS FIGHT WITH YOU AND YOU DO 

WANT TO CALM IT DOWN. OF COURSE, THE EASIER WAY IS TO 

USE FIGHT TO STRIKE IT DOWN, BUT WE’RE NOT DOING THAT. 

WHEN YOU ACT, IT’S FAR MORE EFFECTIVE. TRY THAT OUT, 

HUMAN!  

 

(FIGHT: Mannequin) 

[When attacking the Mannequin, Frisk strikes the Mannequin down with one single hit, but doesn’t 

get any EXP out of it] 

[After this, the fight ends] 

 

Papyrus: … WELL, THAT WAS UNINTENDED… BUT THAT’S NOT A 

PROBLEM. I’M SURE YOU NEED TO LEARN A LITTLE MORE TO 

GET THE HANG OF IT! I’M PROUD OF YOU, HUMAN, BUT IF YOU’RE 

ENCOUNTERING A MONSTER NEXT TIME, TRY TALKING TO 



THEM FIRST. I’M SURE THAT EVEN YOU ARE CAPABLE OF 

LEARNING! WHY DON’T WE CATCH A LITTLE BREAK BEFORE 

YOU KEEP PRACTICING? COME WITH ME!  

 

[Papyrus and Frisk enter the next room, which is just an empty room with a few items scattered 

throughout the room. No monsters yet. Onto the walls are several small tubes with bubbles 

ascending from it] 

 

Papyrus: HUMAN, THIS ROOM IS CALLED THE RELAXING ROOM. IT’S 

BUILT FOR FOLKS TO CALM DOWN AFTER A STRESSFUL DAY. I 

OF COURSE DO NOT NEED TO RELAX, BUT THIS TIME I AM 

ACCOMPAGNING YOU BECAUSE YOU NEED TO RELAX. AND 

WELL, SOMETIMES I AM CHECKING BY TO SEE WHETHER MY 

FOLKS ARE DOING ALRIGHT! THAT’S NOT WHAT A GOOD 

CARETAKER DOES! THAT’S WHAT A GREAT CARETA-  

 

[The conversation suddenly got cut short by a sudden encounter] 

(Froggit hopped in) 

(FIGHT: Froggit) 

[If Frisk does a critical hit, the Froggit dies in one hit. If not, Papyrus interferes and interrupts the fight 

the same way as in the True Pacifist route] 

[Froggit’s death gives Frisk EXP and aborts a pacifist run] 

[Fight ends] 

 

Papyrus: …  

 

[Papyrus turns around and stares at the empty space between the sparkling tubes] 

 

Papyrus: WHAT A BUMMER… THAT FROGGIT COULD’VE BECOME 

THE FIRST VISITOR OF MY RELAXING ROOM.  

 

[Frisk can interact with Papyrus again and when doing so, Papyrus will say…] 

 



Papyrus: I, THE GREAT PAPYRUS, BELIEVE THAT EVEN YOU CAN 

LEARN IF YOU’RE TRULY WILLING TO, NYEH HEH HEH!! WHAT DO 

YOU THINK OF IT?  

 

(Like that?) 

YES  

     NO  

 

Papyrus: AWWW DON’T TALK YOURSELF DOWN LIKE THAT! 

EVERYONE CAN BE A GOOD PERSON IF THEY TRULY BELIEVE IN 

THEMSELVES. AND BECAUSE I BELIEVE IN MYSELF A LOT, I AM 

A GREAT PERSON, NYEH HEH HEH!! SEE? THAT’S HOW IT 

WORKS!  

 

(BEEP…) 

 

Papyrus: WHOOPSI DOOPSI! THAT’S SOMEONE CALLING ME! [Picks up 

his phone and talks to it] UH HUH. YES. YES OF COURSE! I WILL BE THERE 

IN A MINUTE!  

 

[Papyrus puts his phone away again and turns to Frisk] 

 

Papyrus [to Frisk]: EXCUSE ME HUMAN, I ACTUALLY THOUGHT WE 

COULD HANG OUT TOGETHER AS FRIENDS ALL DAY, BUT 

WELL…THIS IS URGENT. AND UNEXPECTED. I HOPE YOU WILL BE 

OKAY IN THE MEANWHILE. IN CASE THERE IS SOMETHING YOU 

NEED HELP WITH, I’LL DROP YOU MY PHONE NUMBER AND YOU 

CAN CALL ANYTIME YOU WANT!  

 

(Papyrus gives you his phone number) 

 

Papyrus: WELL HUMAN, I GOTTA GO FOR NOW! BE GOOD WHILE I’M 

GONE!  



 

[Papyrus spins away and leaves the canvas. Frisk is there on their own] 

[Frisk now has the choice to explore the rest of the ruins all on their own] 

 

[On their way through the ruins, Frisk will enter rooms that are mostly puzzle rooms with obligatory 

puzzles] 

[Frisk will also have several monster encounters] 

[If Frisk has killed 20 monsters, they will still face encounters, but instead encountering a monster, the 

flavor text will only say…] 

(But nobody came…) 

 

[Frisk will still have the three phone calls with Papyrus which are the same like in the true pacifist 

route] 

[If Frisk has exhausted the kill counter before encountering Alphys, following dialogue will show up…] 

[If not, the dialogue would be the same as in the True Pacifist route] 

 

(Crunch…. crunch…. crunch….) 

(This monster seems absorbed into their show) 

(Unfortunately, they are unaware that they’re blocking your way) 

(Disturb them?) 

     YES  

NO  

(You roughly hit the monster) 

 

Alphys: Huh? What? Who’s there?  

 

[Alphys turns around and notices Frisk. Terrified they backed away, but still blocking the way] 

 

Alphys: Oh… S-Sorry! Am I in your way? I’m really sorry. I didn’t see you coming. I… there you go.  

 

[Alphys runs away as fast as she could] 

[From then on, Frisk must conquer the rest of the ruins alone] 

 



[Frisk eventually reaches Papyrus’ weirdly shaped house] 

[Papyrus exits the house and immediately notices Frisk] 

 

Papyrus: HUMAN, WOWIE, THERE YOU ARE! I WAS WORRIED ABOUT 

YOU PREVIOUSLY BUT SEEMS LIKE YOU’RE DOING JUST FINE!  

 

[Papyrus walks over to Frisk] 

 

Papyrus: YOU KNOW, I NOTICED IT HAS BEEN AWKWARDLY QUIET IN 

THE RUINS TODAY WHEN I WAS DOING MY NECESSITIES, BUT 

THAT’S PROBABLY NOTHING. SOME DAYS ARE NATURALLY 

LESS BUSY THAN OTHERS. APPARENTLY, YOU FOUND YOUR 

WAY TO MY HOUSE ALL OF YOUR OWN! I HOPE YOU HAD A GOOD 

TIME WHILE PLAYING ALONE AND EVEN MADE SOME FRIENDS IN 

THE UNDERGROUND! ANYWAY, COME WITH ME! I HAVE A VERY 

GREAT SURPRISE FOR YOU!  

 

[Papyrus heads into the house and Frisk follows] 

[The interior of the house consists of a large living room with a couch, a TV, a kitchen corner with 

several cupboards above the stove and a small table with chairs. There’s a mirror attached on the 

wall. Three doors are leaving out from the living room] 

(What a nice, tidy living room. The smell of homecooked spaghetti fills the air) 

 

Papyrus: SMELL THAT DELICIOUS TASTE OF PASTA AND SAUCE, 

HUMAN? EXACTLY! THAT’S YOUR SURPRISE. I THOUGHT WE 

COULD CELEBRATE YOUR ARRIVAL WITH SOME HOMECOOKED 

SPAGHETTI, MADE BY NO ONE ELSE THAN CHEFCOOK 

PAPYRUS! COME TO THE TABLE AND SIT DOWN!  

 

[Frisk sits down. Papyrus goes to the kitchen corner. He takes some noodles from the big pot, fills it 

into a homemade bowl and pours some sauce onto it. Papyrus then goes to the table, gives Frisk the 

bowl and sits down as well] 

 

(Homemade spaghetti. Papyrus made these specifically for you) 

(You remember eating this dish back at your home) 



(You took a bite. The pasta was a bit too salty for your liking, but other than that, it tastes really good)  

 

Papyrus: LIKE IT, HUMAN? I WORKED ON THIS ALL DAY BECAUSE I 

WANTED TO MAKE SURE THAT IT’S PERFECT, BUT OF COURSE 

I’M ALSO STILL IN THE PHASE OF LEARNING. THAT’S THE 

REASON WHY I CALLED YOU EARLIER THIS DAY AND ASKED 

YOU WHICH SAUCE YOU PREFERED. TURNS OUT I’M THE ONE 

WHO HAD TROUBLE DECIDING, SO I JUST ADDED BOTH OF 

THEM. MAY I PRESENT YOU MY OWN CREATION: TOMATO-

BOLOGNA SPAGHETTI! BUT YOU KNOW WHAT THE BEST PART 

IS? LOOK AT YOUR BOWL! IT’S A BOWL SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED 

FOR YOU!  

 

(You looked at the bowl) 

(It was a simple bowl, but you can see that it was handmade) 

(It had the word “HUMAN” edged into it) 

 

Papyrus: YOU KNOW? I ALWAYS WANTED TO BECOME A 

CHEFCOOK ONE DAY. WELL, MAYBE NOT SINCE ALWAYS… 

THERE WAS A TIME IN MY LIFE WHEN I WANTED TO BECOME A 

PART OF THE ROYAL GUARD IN ORDER TO FIGHT FOR OUR 

RIGHTS AND PROTECT MONSTERKIND FROM ALL KIND OF 

TROUBLE! ACTUALLY, I WAS DESTINED TO BECOME KING, BUT I 

NEVER WANTED TO BE A KING IN THE FIRST PLACE! OTHER 

PEOPLE MAY THINK THAT BEING KING WAS HARD WORK, BUT 

FOR ME IT’S NOTHING BUT BORING WORK. AS A ROYAL GUARD, 

YOU’RE MORE ACTIVE AND CAN HELP OTHER PEOPLE IN 

ACTION AND I LIKE BEING ACTIVE! I ALREADY TRIED SEVERAL 

THINGS. AT SOME POINT IN MY LIFE, I WANTED TO BECOME A 

SCIENTIST, BECAUSE WHY NOT? NOW, I CAN SAY THAT I MADE 

THE RIGHT DECISION OF BECOMING A CARETAKER! I LOVE 

BEING A CARETAKER AND THERE IS NO OTHER OCCUPATION 

THAT I AM MORE DESTINED TO DO THAN CARETAKING 

MONSTERS! HOWEVER, I MUST SAY THAT CARETAKING 

MONSTERS IS DIFFERENT THAN CARETAKING HUMANS. YOU 

GUYS HAVE DIFFERENT NEEDS AND IT IS MY JOB TO TEACH 



BOTH OF YOU HOW TO GET ALONG WITH EACH OTHER! PHEW… 

CARETAKING IS HARD WORK, BUT IT’S ALL WORTH IT AS LONG 

AS IT PAYS OFF! THEREFORE, I HOPE YOU ARE GETTING WELL 

ALONG WITH THE OTHER MONSTERS!  

 

[While Papyrus was monologuing, Frisk has also finished their bowl of spaghetti. Papyrus notices that] 

 

Papyrus: GEEZ, YOU ALREADY LOOK KINDA BORED! ALSO, I SEE 

YOU ALSO FINISHED YOUR BOWL OF SPAGHETTI. WOULD YOU 

LIKE TO HAVE SOME MORE?  

 

[Papyrus grabs Frisk’s bowl, moves to the kitchen corner to grab some more spaghetti, but then stops 

and turns at Frisk again] 

 

Papyrus: WAIT, I JUST HAD AN EVEN BETTER IDEA!  

 

[Papyrus opens a cupboard, takes out a bento box and fills the bento box with pasta and sauce. Then 

he walks over to Frisk again and gives Frisk the box] 

 

Papyrus: TAKE THIS BENTO BOX OF SPAGHETTI WITH YOU, MY 

FRIEND! THEN YOU CAN HAVE SPAGHETTI ANYTIME YOU WANT 

AND DON’T HAVE TO WAIT FOR ME UNTIL I COOK SOME MORE! 

ALSO REMEMBER, IN A SEEMINGLY HOPELESS SITUATION, A 

BOWL OF SPAGHETTI WILL ALWAYS MAKE ONE FEEL BETTER 

AND GIVE THEM THE REQUIRED STRENGTH TO SURVIVE 

ANYTHING! YEAH, I JUST INVENTED THIS CATCHPHRASE, BUT 

YOU WILL SEE THAT THIS IS A VERY EFFECTIVE 

CATCHPHRASE!  

 

(You received the Spaghetti Box from Papyrus) 

(Spaghetti Box – Papyrus’ homemade spaghetti! Heals ALL HP. Eat in urgent cases.) 

 

Papyrus: HOW ABOUT IF I SHOW YOU AROUND? THIS PLACE ISN’T 

TOO BIG, YOU WILL GET FAMILIAR WITH IT IN NO TIME! ANYWAY, 



THIS IS THE KITCHEN AND THE LIVING ROOM IN ONE. YOU CAN 

EAT AT THE TABLE OR SIT AT THE COUCH AND WATCH SOME 

TV, BUT PLEASE NOT BOTH AT ONCE, SINCE I AM THE ONE 

WHO WILL HAVE TO CLEAN EVERYTHING. OF COURSE, YOU ARE 

FREE TO COOK YOUR OWN MEALS AS WELL, BUT IT’S BETTER 

IF I DO THIS JOB!  

 

[Papyrus goes to the door that leads left from the living room, pointing at it, but not opening the 

door] 

 

Papyrus: RIGHT, THERE IS THE BATHROOM. VERY IMPORTANT IF 

YOU NEED TO GO DOING YOUR BUSINESS. NOW COME WITH 

ME! I’M GOING TO SHOW YOU SOME STUFF ON THE SECOND 

FLOOR!  

 

[Papyrus opens the door at the back wall of the living room and goes ahead. Frisk follows] 

[Papyrus goes upstairs, and Frisk follows] 

[On the second floor, there are four doors. Papyrus goes to the first door and enters] 

 

Papyrus: THIS, MY FRIEND, IS MY PRECIOUS ROOM! NO ONE BESIDES 

ME IS ALLOWED TO ENTER. BUT IF YOU’RE KNOCKING GENTLY 

AT THE DOOR AND ASKING ME TO ENTER, I WILL ALLOW THAT! 

ANYWAY, I WILL ALWAYS BE THERE IN CASE YOU NEED 

ANYTHING. BUT NOT TALK TOO MUCH ABOUT MY ROOM! OF 

COURSE, YOU’VE ALSO GOT YOUR OWN ROOM, BECAUSE 

GUESS WHAT? YOU’RE GOING TO LIVE WITH ME! JUST US 

TOGETHER, ALMOST LIKE A SLUMBER PARTY, BUT EVERY DAY! 

ISN’T THAT GREAT? … WHAT? OH, WHOOPSI, I THINK I SPOILED 

THAT OTHER LITTLE SURPRISE I PREPARED FOR YOU … WELL, 

NYEH. I BET YOU ARE ALREADY EXCITED TO SEE YOUR VERY 

OWN ROOM! C’MON!  

 

[Papyrus quickly exits his room and enters the room opposite to his own] 

[It’s a smaller, comfortable looking room with baby blue walls and a lot of things in it] 

 



Papyrus: YOU LIKE IT? IT WAS ORIGINALLY INTENTED TO BE THE 

GUESTS’ ROOM, BUT SINCE YOU ARE MY ONLY GUEST RIGHT 

NOW, I THOUGHT IT COULD BE YOUR ROOM IN THE MEANWHILE! 

WOAH, I SEE IT’S ALREADY GETTING LATE OUT THERE! … HOW I 

KNOW, YOU ASK? WELL, IN THE UNDERGROUND, WE DON’T 

REALLY HAVE A NATURAL DAY-NIGHT CYCLE, BUT SINCE FOR 

MANY MONSTERS, SUCH A CYCLE IS REQUIRED FOR THEIR 

BIOSYSTEMS … THEY CREATED AN ARTIFICIAL ONE OR STUFF. I 

HEARD IT’S GOOD FOR HUMANS AS WELL TO SLEEP AT NIGHT 

AND I CAN IMAGINE THAT TODAY WAS A TIRING DAY FOR YOU … 

AND MAYBE, I CAN GET SOME REST, TOO? WELL, HUMAN, REST 

WELL! WE WILL SEE EACH OTHER TOMORROW AGAIN!  

 

[Papyrus exits Frisk’s room again] 

[When interacting with the bed, Frisk lays down and immediately closes their eyes] 

(You lay down and feel your body weight sink into the mattress below you) 

(You feel exhausted) 

(The calmly flickering lights outside help you glide into a deep sleep) 

 

(zzz…) 

(zzzzz…) 

(zzzz…) 

(z…?) 

 

Papyrus [from the off]: CUNGADERO! WHAT DO I DO? WHAT SHOULD I 

DO? WHAT WILL I GO? GEE… TURNS OUT I, THE GREAT PAPYRUS, 

HAVE MADE A BIG MISTAKE AND IT IS ALL MY FAULT. WHAT KIND 

OF A CARETAKER AM I IF I CANNOT EVEN TEACH A SMALL CHILD 

THE BASICS OF COMMUNICATION? HM… I THOUGHT THEY 

MIGHT JUST NEED A PUSH INTO THE RIGHT DIRECTION.  

(You hear Papyrus pacing restlessly outside) 

(You can barely sleep) 

 

[Frisk wakes up and goes outside] 



 

Papyrus [not noticing Frisk]: THEY CANNOT KILL THEM! I THOUGHT THE 

HUMAN WAS NICE, BUT APPARENTLY, I HAVEN’T MET SUCH AN 

UNTEACHABLE STUDENT NOT EVEN ONCE IN MY LIFETIME! 

SIGH… I DON’T KNOW WHETHER THIS WOULD WORK, BUT IT’S MY 

ONLY CHANCE RIGHT NOW…  

 

[Papyrus goes downstairs to the secret basement and continues the hallway until reaching a big, 

wooden door] 

[Frisk follows him] 

[Papyrus knocks at the door] 

 

Papyrus: IT’S ME, PAPYRUS. CAN YOU PLEASE DO ME A FAVOR? I’M 

BEGGING YOU! … YES, I KNOW IT’S IN THE MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT 

AND HUMANS DO NEED SLEEP AND I DON’T, BUT EVEN IF I 

SLEPT I COULDN’T BECAUSE… … BECAUSE I NEED YOUR HELP!  

Chara [from the off]: Hm…What is it?  

Papyrus: I… I NEED TO WARN YOU ABOUT THE HUMAN! I HAVE MADE 

A BIG MISTAKE AND IF YOU DON’T WARN THE ENTIRE 

UNDERGROUND ABOUT THE HUMAN IMMEDIATELY, THEY WILL 

GO AND KILL THEM ALL!  

Chara [from the off]: Kill them all? What do you mean by that?  

Papyrus: WELL… I MEAN EXACTLY WHAT I SAY! AND PROMISE ME 

ONE MORE THING. PLEASE… PLEASE DON’T GO FIGHT THAT 

HUMAN. I DON’T WANT YOU TO GET HURT EITHER. JUST WARN 

EVERYBODY AND YOU’LL BE FINE-  

 

[Papyrus turns around and notices Frisk] 

 

Papyrus: …  

Papyrus: H-HUMAN! I-I DIDN’T EXPECT TO SEE YOU HERE! WHAT 

ARE YOU DOING IN THE BASEMENT ANYWAY? … W-WHAT AM I 

DOING HERE? UM… NOTHING! JUST TALKING WITH MYSELF AND… 

WAIT… WHAT’S WITH THAT EXPRESSION? C-COME ON. YOU 



SHOULD REALLY REST NOW. COME, LET’S HEAD UPSTAIRS. I’LL 

BRING YOU BACK TO YOUR ROOM, MY FRIEND, WHERE IT’S WARM 

AND COMFORTABLE!  

 

[Papyrus steps towards Frisk but Frisk backs away] 

 

Papyrus: PLEASE, HUMAN. IT’S ALREADY LATE. YOU SHOULDN’T 

BE DOWN HERE. YOU MIGHT CATCH A COLD. …  

 

[Papyrus turns around to the door] 

 

Papyrus: … WHO AM I KIDDING? I KNOW EXACTLY WHAT YOU HAVE 

DONE TO THOSE MONSTERS IN THE RUINS. BUT THAT’S…  

 

[Papyrus turns to Frisk again] 

 

Papyrus: THAT’S NOT A PROBLEM AT ALL, YOU SEE? THIS ONLY 

SHOWS ME THAT YOU’RE STILL LEARNING. YOU’RE NOT READY 

TO STEP INTO THE BIG, WIDE WORLD YET! DON’T WORRY, 

HUMAN. WITH ME AS YOUR MENTOR, YOU WILL BE ABLE TO 

LEARN EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW! THAT’S WHY YOU’RE 

STAYING WITH ME! AND I WON’T LET YOU LEAVE UNTIL YOU 

UNDERSTOOD IT ALL, NYEH HEH HEH HEH HEH!! … HEH…  

 

[Papyrus pauses for a moment] 

 

Papyrus: YOU’RE NOT WILLING TO GO BACK AND LEARN DOING 

THINGS THE RIGHT WAY, ARE YOU? WELL, IN THAT CASE, I 

GUESS A SMALL TEST WOULD DO IT. IF… IF YOU’RE ABLE TO 

SPARE ME ONE TIME, I WILL LET YOU GO. BUT ONLY, IF YOU 

SPARE ME! PROVE TO ME THAT YOU’RE STRONG ENOUGH FOR 

IT!  

 



[The boss fight with Papyrus starts] 

(Papyrus wants to see what you have learned) 

Papyrus: SHOW ME IF YOU HAVE LEARNED ANYTHING DOWN HERE, 

HUMAN!  

 

[When checking Papyrus, Papyrus’ stats in comparison to the True Pacifist route will be: 30 ATK 10 

DEF – Too soft to fight back] 

[Papyrus would then say…] 

 

Papyrus: IF YOU’RE NOT WILLING TO DO IT NOW, GO UPSTAIRS AND 

HAVE YOUR GOOD NIGHT SLEEP, LITTLE HUMAN!  

 

(FIGHT: Papyrus) 

[Papyrus can be defeated in one hit. His body would disintegrate, but his head remains integrated for 

a few second…] 

 

Papyrus’ head: NYEH… YOU ALMOST GOT IT RIGHT… ALMOST… JUST 

SHOULD’VE SPARED… WELL, GUESS I’M THE HEAD-CARETAKER 

NOW, NYEH HEH… … HEH… 

 

[Papyrus’ head disappears and Frisk levels up] 

 

Chara [from the off]: Papyrus, are you alright?  

 

[If Frisk goes to the door behind Papyrus and interacts with it, the flavor text displays…] 

(You heard footsteps rapidly rushing away) 

 

[Interacting with the door again displays…] 

(The door is locked) 

(Now it’s the perfect time for a good-night sleep) 

 

[Frisk must then return to the house and sleep through the night in their own bed] 



[The next day, they can find some keys in Papyrus’ bedroom] 

 

[Interacting with the mirror downstairs would display…] 

(You stared at the human in the mirror) 

(…) 

(Due to the dust on your hands) 

(You barely recognize yourself anymore) 

 

[Frisk can now leave the ruins by using the keys…] 

(The door is locked) 

(Use the key?) 

     YES  

NO  

 

[Frisk passes through the big, wooden door and enter another pitch-black room like] 

[By walking forward, Frisk encounters Napstablook for the second time] 

[Napstablook’s glitching body is floating above the ground, faced to Frisk] 

 

Napstablook: ohhhhhhh……………. you really feel like something special by what you’re doing, huh? 

well…………….. i hope you still remember me………………. ohhh….. metaton sent you here, i 

guess…………….. i know he’s watching us from the stars…… ……and he sent you to help me with my 

revenge……….. revenge for what, you ask? ………….. ………… …………………….. ………… … you will see, my 

dear friend from the stars……… together, we will have our revenge on all monsterkind…………. 

ohh……….. this is going to be so much fun………………….. i guess……  

 

[After saying this, Napstablook fades away into thin away, their creepy, glitching face being the last 

thing that disappears] 

 

[Frisk now entirely leaves the ruins] 

 

5 Left  
 Go to beginning again  

 

[Frisk steps out of the ruins and enter Snowdin] 



[They walk along a long, snowy pathway between tall pine trees until they arrive at a narrow bridge 

with a few wide bars in front of it] 

[Frisk stops at the bridge. A human shadow can be seen on the other side of it] 

[The human shadow stops for a moment, then turns around and leaves to the right] 

[Frisk also proceeds to the right] 

 

[In the next section of Snowdin, Asriel has gathered the Royal Guard, consisting of Doggo, Dogami, 

Dogaressa, Lesser Dog and Greater Dog] 

 

Asriel: L-Listen up, guards! You heard the latest news! A human has fallen down and it won’t take long 

until they e-enter Snowdin! That’s why the Captain of the Royal Guard has given me, Commander 

Dreemurr, the privilege of taking her place and… and…  

Doggo: And what?   

Asriel: … Well, we must capture that human as soon as possible! And she thought I’d…um…I am best 

suited for such a huge responsibility! I can say that she’s totally right! The sooner we capture the 

human, the sooner we have the soul, and the sooner can we return to the surface and the better it is! 

… Yeah, that’s right.  

 

[The canvas shifts back to Frisk] 

[Asriel suddenly turns around and notices Frisk] 

 

Asriel: … (Does anyone of you know that monster?) 

Dogami: Nope, doesn’t smell familiar to me.  

Lesser Dog: So, if it’s just a regular monster, we shouldn’t be capturing them, right?  

Asriel: Well, I guess so. I think we should just leave them alone.  

Dogaressa: Well… if you say so.  

Doggo: So that means, we’re done here now?  

Asriel: I suppose. Go forward gang, I will follow in a second.  

 

[The Royal Guard leaves, leaving Asriel alone with Frisk]  

 

Asriel: Hey, g-guy! You kinda seem suspicious, you know? Anyway…If you see a human anywhere, 

report them to us immediately, understood? …  

 

[Asriel leaves] 



 

[Frisk steps into the next section, which are full of already done puzzles. Frisk can already proceed to 

the next section] 

[In the next section, Asriel has gathered the Royal Guard again] 

 

Asriel: Are my senses deceiving me or did I just hear somebody approaching?  

Lesser Dog: Yeah, I think I heard it too.  

Asriel: Hmpf…  

 

[Asriel turns around and notices Frisk] 

 

Asriel: Oh… It’s you again. I don’t understand why you keep following us. That’s… That’s kinda creepy, 

you know? Besides, that facial expression of yours is really unsettling. …But I, Commander Asriel 

Dreemurr, wouldn’t be unsettled by any of your shenanigans!  

Dogami: Commander Dreemurr, don’t you think that that guy kinda smells like Chara?  

Asriel: Huh?  

Dogaressa: Yeah, I think so too, honey…  

Asriel: That can’t be. Chara told me that they’re gone for today. Also, I remember they kinda warned 

me about a murderous human in a striped shirt. But I don’t know. If I rethink everything, then… …  

 

[Greater Dog releases a high-pitched bark and immediately leaves the section] 

 

Doggo: Are we leaving now?  

Asriel: Guards! Ca-Capture that guy in the striped shirt!  

Royal Guards: … Alright!  

 

[The Royal Guards start chasing Frisk and Frisk runs away to the right] 

[They first end up in plain fields, keeping running away from the Royal Guards, and then proceed in a 

thick pine forest] 

[A few guards stopped, giving Frisk advantage to escape from them] 

 

Lesser Dog: Huh? Where did they go? Those trees. I can barely pass through them!  

Doggo: Are you even sure that’s the right guy we need to capture?  



Dogaressa: Well, Commander Dreemurr said the guy in the striped shirt.  

Doggo: True, but to me, they don’t quite seem like a human.  

Lesser Dog: Yeah, what if we capture the wrong guy?  

Dogami: I think they escaped anyway. C’mon, let’s head back to Asriel again.  

Doggo: Didn’t he want to be called Commander Dreemurr?  

Dogami: Right. Let’s go then.  

 

[The dogs leave the pine forest and Frisk can proceed to the right] 

[In the next part of Snowdin Forest, Frisk can buy some Nice Cream from the Nice Cream guy] 

[His dialogue will be a little bit different] 

 

Nice Cream Guy: Sigh… I wish there were more customers who would like to buy my nice cream. 

Nowadays, everyone is too focused on the one event that’s going on. Besides, the prices are rising 

incredibly fast these days. Being a salesman is tough.  

 

Nice Cream Guy: Oh, a customer! Today must be my lucky day! And I think I haven’t already seen you 

in the Underground, did I? Huh? What’s with that facial expression? No… I definitely think you’re new 

to me. What would you like to have today? I offer Nice Cream for 25G.  

 

(Buy Nice Cream for 25G?) 

     YES  

NO  

(You bought Nice Cream) 

 

(Nice Cream – cold on the outside but warms up your soul. Heals 20 HP.) 

 

Nice Cream Guy: Thank you for your purchase! You’re really helping me out, today! I would like to 

offer you some hot chocolate, but according to years of selling experience underground, monsters 

usually don’t like hot chocolate bars that much.  

 

[When interacting with the Nice Cream Guy again] 

 

Nice Cream Guy: … W-Why are you looking at me like that? … Alright, here you got your bar.  

 



(You got a bar of hot chocolate) 

 

(Hot chocolate bar – convenient when you want some hot chocolate while being abroad. Heals 15 

HP.) 

 

Nice Cream Guy: Have a nice day and enjoy your Nice Cream!  

 

[This part of Snowdin barely contains any puzzles, rather some mini games which also already done] 

[There’s a switch hidden behind a tree, but it is covered by an unsettling black-white glitch, implying 

that Napstablook already helped Frisk with this puzzle] 

[In this area, Frisk encounters monsters. After killing 16 monsters, the flavor text will show…] 

(But nobody came…) 

 

[Frisk proceeds into the next section of Snowdin Forest and as they do, they step into deep snow to a 

point where they are unable to move themselves anymore] 

[Asriel stands at the top of a tree] 

 

Asriel: Ha! Actual human! How do you like this? Stuck in the snow, nowhere to go. You tricked us long 

for us, but it is I, Commander Dreemurr, who saw through all your shenanigans! Now, it’s game over 

for you! You will be stuck here forever, so you can never do any shenanigans ever again! Guards, it’s 

time!  

 

[The Guards dangerously approach Frisk, but don’t attack] 

 

Asriel: Actual human, be prepared for your downfa-  

 

[At this point Frisk moves and frees themselves from the snow, which surprises Asriel] 

 

Asriel: !!!  

Doggo: Commander Dreemurr… The human’s moving.  

Asriel: Yes, I know! But this…this shouldn’t be possible! … Well, I don’t know how you got so easily 

out of the thick snow, which should’ve suffocated you, but this doesn’t matter right now. We will 

capture you as soon as we’re more prepared for it! And then, you will taste the consequences of 

messing with monster folks!  

 



[Asriel leaves with the Royal Guard] 

 

[In the next sections, the puzzles are also already solved. Frisk will encounter monsters if the kill 

counter of 16 kills hasn’t been exhausted yet. If yes, the flavor text will show…] 

(But nobody came…) 

 

[Before leaving the section of a total of seven puzzles, Lesser Dog suddenly blocks the way] 

 

Lesser Dog: Human, I know exactly what you have done! You skipped all my puzzles! Do you know 

how rude that is? I have put so much effort into them and yet, they kinda magically resolved 

themselves. That’s weird. I feel your strange aura is disrupting all monsterkind. Human… Beware your 

doom!  

 

[The fight with Lesser Dog starts] 

(Lesser Dog blocks your way) 

Lesser Dog: You will pay for the wasted efforts I put in my puzzles!  

(FIGHT: Lesser Dog) 

[The fight ends, once Frisk has defeated Lesser Dog] 

 

[The next section is a small place with a single table, a chair, a microwave, and a Safe Point] 

[This time, Asriel is absent, but you can interact with the table to take a cookie nonetheless] 

 

(Asriel’s cookies) 

(Take one?) 

     YES 

NO 

(You took a star-shaped cookie from the plate) 

 

(Star Cookie – Made with kindness for monsters in need. Heals 15 HP) 

 

[In the next sections, Frisk fights against Doggo and Greater Dog which will work the same as in the 

True Pacifist route] 

[Frisk must kill all five mini bosses to remain at the Genocide route] 



 

[Moving further on, the Dogi cautiously approach Frisk] 

[They shuffle around them for a while until suddenly halting next to Frisk, one at each of their sides] 

(Sniff… Sniff…) 

(Sniff…) 

Dogaressa: This must be the human, aren’t they honey?  

Dogami: I guess so, sugarlumps. That’s exactly the human Commander Dreemurr wants us to capture!  

Dogi: Human, beware your doom!  

 

[Fight with Dogami and Dogaressa starts] 

(Dogi assault you) 

Dogi: This time, you won’t be able to mess with us! Certainly not!  

(FIGHT: Dogaressa) 

 

[Frisk can either first kill Dogami or Dogaressa, but Dogaressa is recommended, since Dogami will be 

so miserable after Dogaressa’s death that he will barely attack Frisk] 

[In that case, he says…] 

Dogami: Whimper… My wife…  

(FIGHT: Dogami) 

 

[After both Dogi are killed, the fight ends] 

 

[Frisk can have a hidden encounter with Gyftrot, but this is not required] 

[However, in that case, Gyftrot’s dialogue will be slightly altered] 

(Gyftrot presents themselves – with a lot of presents) 

Gyftrot: It’s awfully quiet in the Underground today… What do I do with these presents now?  

(FIGHT: Gyftrot) 

 

Gyftrot: Stop attacking me and take a present!  

(FIGHT: Gyftrot) 

 

[Eventually the fight ends] 



 

[Frisk can also encounter and kill Glyde for more extra EXP] 

 

[When going upwards again, Asriel already stands at the beginning of the wooden bridge, seeming 

upset] 

 

Asriel: Where are they already? They’re supposed to come right here now, but… Well, nothing too 

bad to be a little delayed, I guess.  

 

[Asriel notices Frisk] 

 

Asriel: … So, seems like you haven’t been captured yet, actual human. Say, what have you done with 

my Royal Guard? … W-What do you mean by that? What- Say- WHAT HAVE YOU DONE TO THEM? 

And… S-Stop smiling at me like that! That’s- … Hmpf! I-I – Asriel Dreemurr – would NEVER be afraid of 

anything you would do. … Hmpf… L-Listen- When I first saw you, I thought you were a regular 

monster and tried to warn you about that alleged murderous human. But turns out… You’re the 

murderous human! Let me tell you one thing. You… You won’t get away with your crimes! And I, the 

fearless and prominent Asriel Dreemurr, will make sure that you won’t get away unpaid!  

 

[Asriel walks across the long, wooden bridge until he reaches the other end and Frisk follows] 

 

Asriel: Let’s get straight to the point, alright? Just because you have killed my team of human 

capturing Royal Guards doesn’t make me seem less intimidating to you now! I alone can eradicate 

you on my own because for now, I – Asriel Dreemurr – will now activate my human eradication 

weapons! Beware your doom, human!  

 

[Frisk just walks into the middle of the wooden bridge] 

 

Asriel: Hey! You weren’t supposed to do that! My human eradication weapons! They’re supposed to 

be activated now!  

 

[Frisk keeps walking to the end] 

 

Asriel: … Hmpf! Seems like my weapons aren’t working today. Lucky for you. But that’s not the end! 

Not yet! You won’t win today, murderous human! Not against me!  

 



[Asriel brashly storms off] 

[Frisk follows and arrives in a completely abandoned Snowdin Town] 

[They can either go into the empty Snowdin Shop and steal some money and healing items, or they 

can proceed to the right and face Asriel in the depth of the snowstorm] 

 

Asriel: So that’s my life now. The entire Royal Guard killed by a single human child. At the end of the 

day, we still didn’t manage to capture the human child. Sigh… Mom will be so disappointed in me. … 

No! I cannot allow this! Disappointment is one thing, but I can’t allow that maniac going on like that! 

For the sake of monsterkind!  

 

[Asriel turns around and notices Frisk] 

 

Asriel: Actual human, here we meet again. Now, I am better prepared than I previously was. You know 

what, human? What you’re doing to us is not okay! It’s not okay to go down that path you’re going 

down now! But on the other hand, I did some thinking… What if there was another way to resolve 

this whole problem? Because you’re just a bad guy who’s searching for redemption. What if you only 

act that way because you know we’re gonna take your soul to free the Underground? Well, I 

understand… How about this? W-We fight against each other and if you win, you can go on like this. 

But… If I win… you must promise me to not kill another monster ever again. Okay?  

 

[Frisk wordlessly approaches Asriel] 

 

Asriel: Huh? You didn’t even answer my question! W-What the hell are you doing?  

 

[Frisk keeps approaching Asriel and Asriel backs off] 

 

Asriel: H-Hey, you… you’re kinda looking creepy. No! Don’t put on that face again! Well… not that I’m 

afraid or something…  

 

[Asriel backs even more off while Frisk keeps approaching] 

 

Asriel: Well… m-maybe I’m a little bit afraid, so please- please stop! I said stop!  

 

[Frisk stops] 

 



Asriel: Phew… Why not so in the first place? Look, it’s okay if you don’t like my suggestion. But you’re 

really going on my nerves if you’re following and approaching me like that. I mean, what’s… what’s 

even your point of f-following me like that? You did that the entire day! You killed my entire Guard a-

and now…  

 

[Frisk steps towards Asriel again] 

 

Asriel: Now-  

 

[Boss fight with Asriel starts] 

(Asriel blocks your way) 

Asriel: Now you’re after me… 

 

[There’s only one option: CHECK] 

[If Frisk doesn’t immediately kill Asriel, Asriel will say…] 

 

Asriel: P-Please don’t do that! We don’t even know each other for that long! 

 

[Checking Asriel will result into following stats: 20 ATK 20 DEF – Son of the Captain of the Royal 

Guard. Failed to make his mother proud] 

 

(FIGHT: Asriel) 

 

[Asriel dies in one hit] 

[Before turning into dust, he clutches his chest and says the last, following words…] 

 

Asriel: Y-You really did it, h-human… You really know no remorse… Hmpf! … Mom… Mom will find you 

and she… she will kill you as soon as she sees you… I-I’m certain of it! … What happened four years 

ago… we survived it. We… we will survive now too. Mom… I hope you’re not disappointed in me… …  

 

[Asriel turns into dust. His soul remains in the air for a moment before bursting into pieces] 

[With this said, Frisk leaves Snowdin and proceeds to the right, where they land in Waterfalls] 

[For a moment, Chara’s sprite is seen walking away from Frisk] 

 



4 Left  
 Go to beginning again  

 

[Frisk proceeds in Waterfalls] 

[They arrive at a peculiar huge waterfall where rocks are falling from above] 

[After conquering the waterfall, Frisk suddenly stops in front of a thick bush] 

[An ominous silhouette appears, staring at Frisk with glowing eyes] 

 

Toriel [with obscured face]: …  

 

[Toriel disappears again] 

[Frisk proceeds to the right]  

 

[In the next section, all the lake rose puzzles are already done. Frisk encounters some Waterfall 

monsters] 

[After two sections, there’s another thick bush where Frisk hides] 

[The obscured Toriel stands above them] 

 

Toriel [with obscured face]: … Where is he? I can’t reach him anywhere. Oh, dear Lord, hopefully he 

did not- …  

 

[Toriel notices Frisk in the bushes and viciously turns into their direction] 

 

Toriel [with obscured face]: Human child, looks like my son failed to capture you. … Let me take your 

soul and we’re done for today.  

 

[Toriel fires a fire blast at Frisk, but misses by only an inch] 

 

[Frisk runs away and Toriel chases after with more magic attacks firing at Frisk. Whenever a magic 

attack hits Frisk, Frisk’s soul enters a bullet hell surrounded by fire particles for a few second where 

they might lose HP when they run into the bullets] 

[Frisk must run, until they reach even thicker bushes and hide into the bushes] 

[From then on, Toriel loses track of Frisk. Irritated, she looks around for Frisk] 

 



Toriel [with obscured face]: Where did they run off? Those bushes. Who even invented them? Never 

mind.  

 

[Toriel walks off] 

[At this point, Frisk exits the bushes and proceeds] 

[The big, grey door still appears on this route, but interacting with it displays yet again…] 

 

(The door is locked) 

 

[Opening the door is impossible] 

[Neither Chara nor the crowd of excited monsters appear in Chara’s section, but Frisk can talk with 

the Nice Cream Guy again] 

 

Nice Cream Guy: Oh, a customer! And oh! It’s you again. You must be the guy from before who 

bought my Nice Cream earlier and wow! Would you like to have another one for 25G?  

 

(Buy Nice Cream for 25G?) 

     YES  

NO  

(You bought Nice Cream) 

 

Nice Cream Guy: Thanks for your purchase! … You know, I was thinking about making my Nice Cream 

more attractive by giving out one Mew Mew Kissy Cutie Collection Card for each purchased Nice 

Cream. But since we got warned about a dangerous, roaming human killing everything in their path, 

today’s Mew Mew Kissy Cutie Fan Convention was cancelled. What a bummer! Not only that the 

Captain of the Royal Guard already prepared today’s convention several days ago. My Nice Cream 

would also remain unattractive ‘til the end of my days… Anyway, do you want a card anyway?  

 

     YES  

NO  

 

Nice Cream Guy: Nice! Here you got your card!  

 

(You got a Mew Mew Kissy Cutie Collection Card) 



 

(MMKCCC – Short for Mew Mew Kissy Cutie Collection Card. The prized possession of every Mew 

Mew Kissy Cutie Fan. Drops the enemy’s DEF) 

 

Nice Cream Guy: Have fun with your new card, kid!  

 

[When Frisk goes on, they will encounter more monsters] 

[The encounters would wear Mew Mew Kissy Cutie merchandise and their flavor text is changed to…] 

 

([…] is/are showing their excitement for an overrated anime franchise) 

 

[…in comparison to the True Pacifist route] 

 

[Frisk must kill 18 monsters on their way through Waterfalls] 

[Eventually, they pass Onion-San’s pool, but Onion-San doesn’t appear and leaves Frisk in silence] 

 

[A few segments later, Frisk bumps into a skeleton-like statue] 

[Temmie is sitting next to the statue. When interacting with Temmie…] 

 

Temmie: wimper… wimper… sad…  

 

[But Temmie will not follow Frisk, so Frisk must go their way alone this time]  

[Arrived at the steep cliff, there was a black glitch in front of it, enabling Frisk to climb the cliff on 

their own] 

[Suddenly, the obscured Toriel appears in front of Frisk] 

 

Toriel [with obscured face]: …  

 

[Toriel turns around a few times] 

 

Toriel [with obscured face]: So, it was you who got the Mew Mew Kissy Cutie Fan Convention 

cancelled. Who killed all those innocent monsters. Do you know how long it took me to prepare that 

convention? How much all that money would’ve helped monsterkind? Their hopes and dreams. 



They’re all shattered because of you. Well, my son… Guess not even he was spared of your vile 

decisions. I will not ask you how you could be so cruel. I don’t want to know your reasons. I just need 

your soul. It is our only chance to stop this ever-recurring madness and free monsterkind from your 

murders.  

 

[Toriel casts a fire attack in from of a fire pillar] 

[Just like the previous Toriel chase, Frisk must run away and avoid running into the fire pillars] 

 

Toriel [with obscured face]: Where are you running to, you moronic mischief-maker?  

 

[Frisk outruns Toriel and end up into a dead end] 

[Toriel stands at the other end of the bridge, several pillars of fire between both] 

 

Toriel [with obscured face]: Ha, I got you there, naughty little child. Soon, this bridge will burn, and 

you will fall. … Goodbye, human.  

 

[The bridge burns down and Frisk falls] 

 

[The Napstablook dialogue stays the same as in the True Pacifist Route] 

 

(you………) 

(you are sure you want to do this?………………………) 

(ohhhh……………… i don’t know………………) 

(i know you will be happy and……… ohh………… you will have a better life, but……………………) 

(ohhhhh…………) 

(i will miss you………) 

(when you’re gone, i will be alone here………………………………………) 

(n…no……… it’s not that…) 

(i want you to live your life and it’s necessary…………) 

(you don’t have to think all about me……) 

(just…just think of what you want…for yourself…………………) 

(i hope everything works out the best for you………………………………………) 

(ohh………… and don’t forget about me………………) 



(…your cousin…) 

 

[The screen suddenly turns completely white, and Frisk finds themselves waking up from a flower 

bed] 

[Frisk finds themselves surrounded by all sort of junk. Apparently, they ended up in the Waterfall 

dump] 

 

[In the next section, Frisk lands in the same wide arena with the Mew Mew Doll standing alone in the 

middle] 

[When interacting with the Doll…] 

 

(Punch this Mannequin?) 

     YES  

NO  

(You hit the Mannequin with all your force) 

(You never felt better) 

 

Mad Mannequin: … … … … … 

Mad Mannequin: Did someone just punch me?  

 

[Suddenly, the Mannequin squints its eyes and raises into the air] 

 

Mad Mannequin: YOU!! HUMAN!! How dare you to wander around and punch random Mew Mew 

dolls? You must really hate Mew Mew dolls! I have that one cousin. They used to live inside a Mew 

Mew doll as well and when you approached them, they thought they would’ve found a new friend. 

But NO! NO!! You punched their soul out of their body! You, bloodthirsty piece of abomination! Only 

a true Mew Mew hater would punch Mew Mew dolls that violently! Your violence, it even made the 

Captain of the Royal Guard cancel the once in a lifetime Mew Mew Kissy Cutie Fan Convention!! How 

meowtrocious of you! That Mew Mew Kissy Cutie Fan Convention was my only chance to become a 

corporeal celebrity, meow~ But what do you, hatred-filled humans ever care? All you ever care is 

hating, fighting, and killing! And your hatred… Your purposed sabotage of the biggest, planned 

convention, it’s filling my soul with anger!! I feel… I feel so angry! All my hatred towards humanity, it’s 

making me want to spook your soul right out of your vessel!  

 

[Surprisingly, Mad Mannequin previously aggressive expression transforms into a peaceful, grateful 

smile of a cute anime doll] 

 



Mad Mannequin: … This… This can’t be… Your hatred. It made me so angry that I finally became 

corporeal with my original, divine Mew Mew body! My biggest dreams shall be fulfilled forever! And 

with that, I shall become the face of the entire Mew Mew Kissy Cutie franchise! Especially since I’m 

corporeal now, every monster will love me the way I am! All my hopes and dreams may come true! 

Meow, meow~ Ahem… Although you’re just a headless hater with an incredibly bad taste in 

franchises, I must utterly thank you for helping me achieving my dreams, human.  

 

[The fight with Mad Mannequin starts] 

(Mew Mew thanks you for reuniting her with her body) 

Mew Mew: Now, as a corporeal being, I will be known as Mew Mew for the entirety of monsterkind, 

meow meow~ Thank you for that!  

 

[Mew Mew only has the acting option CHECK] 

[Mew Mew’s stats are: 2,5 ATK 3 DEF – About to make her name through the Mew Mew fandom] 

[Mew Mew must be killed for the procession of the Genocide route] 

 

(FIGHT: Mew Mew) 

[Mew Mew perishes in dust and the fight immediately ends] 

 

[Frisk can proceed] 

[They can even visit Alphys’ house and the Blook Acres, but Alphys won’t be seen anywhere. When 

appearing in Blook Acres, Napstablook glitches for a moment before disappearing again] 

[Frisk proceeds to the place where the convention should’ve taken place. Suddenly…] 

 

Temmie [silhouette]: hALt hooman!! 5 

 

[Frisk turns to the small, wooden stage and sees a small, cat-shaped silhouette on the stage, who 

reveals to be Temmie in Mew Mew Kissy Cutie Merch] 

 

Temmie: hALt!!11 u! u veri bad hooman u no? kEptIJn fout temy aloun en sad… en kEptIJn told temy, 

u not oly kensel mwmw con… u hooman also killd evry mosnter!! … dats, d-dats not tru, is it? u a 

mwmw fan like temy two! 6 

 

[Frisk goes straightforward towards Temmie] 

 



Temmie: w-wat u mien? u... u do not laik mwmw? 7 

 

[Frisk keeps approaching Temmie] 

 

Temmie: w-wai u do dis, hooman? wai u ruen evry mosnter? wai u kill evrybudy? … 8 

 

[Frisk turns away from Temmie] 

 

Temmie: hOI! u not evn anser tem quaschen! … u wierd, hoomann… (wat temy do nou? how temy 

deel wis hooman?) 9 

 

[Temmie turns her back to Frisk to think for a while] 

 

Temmie: … … (temy got dis!) 10 

 

[Temmie turns to Frisk again] 

 

Temmie: l- luk 11… look human. You… ca-can’t go on like this. And if you do, I-I will f-fight you… Heard? 

I-I will stand in your way so you would s-stop killing other people! Under… Understood?  

 

[Frisk paces towards Temmie and Temmie automatically backs away] 

 

Temmie: (oH gaush, temy so scaired. bud temy kant gife op…) 12 S-So, that means… You r-really want 

to kill everyone? … Well… Good luck with that!  

 

[Fight with Temmie starts] 

(Just another annoying Mew Mew fan) 

Temmie: …  

 

[Temmie only has the CHECK option. Checking Temmie gives following stats: 4 ATK 5 DEF – Let’s see 

how much EXP that speech-impaired monster provides] 

 

(FIGHT: Temmie) 



[When Frisk hits Temmie, the entire screen turns white] 

[Toriel has pushed Temmie aside and took the damage of Frisk’s attack. She is now bleeding from her 

chest]  

[Temmie surprisingly stares at Toriel] 

 

Temmie: i-its DA kEptin! 13 

Toriel: Y-Young one… This place isn’t for any playing. Go- Go back from wh-where you came from 

and… And bring your family in safety.  

Temmie: but u… u r bleedin… 14 

Toriel: Don’t worry about me… Go home…  

Temmie: ok…  

 

[Temmie disappears from the screen] 

 

Toriel: … … This… This can’t be… Why do I feel so weak? Only with one hit, it feels like my SOUL was 

leaving my body. I guess, that’s it… That means farewell… I, the protector of monsterkind, may have 

saved a single Temmie, but will leave my folk heartbroken… Th-They will all run into your murderous 

hands, and you will kill them all, won’t you? I originally didn’t intent to hurt humans… I once believed 

too that there’s such a thing as mercy and fairness, but… You just turned out like the second human… 

 

[Suddenly, an orange aura appears below Toriel’s feet. Slowly, green sparkles emit from that orange 

aura and burst after they reached the height of Toriel’s head. Toriel’s body slowly begins to burst 

apart] 

 

Toriel: … Asriel… A-Asgore… Sans… They will all die in your hands if it’s not for I to stop you. The fate 

of monsterkind will be repeated yet again. A cruel tragedy… Leaving so many sacrificed lives and 

broken hearts. N…No… I will not let us live in anxiety once again… In this moment, I can feel their 

SOULs filled with determination! I can hear a voice calling me from the stars! The voice of a hero! Of a 

face everyone knows, and no one will ever forget! The voice is calling ME! Me, Toriel Dreemurr! Only I 

can stop you in your wrongdoings. Only I can bring light into the darkness and free monsterkind from 

this ever-repeating madness! I will NOT let you play your games! With your soul, we will free 

ourselves from this eternal prison and finally return home. I, Toriel Dreemurr, protector of the 

Underground, will ensure every monster that remained alive at this point, that after today… Pain will 

be no more!  

 

[The screen turns white and Toriel fully heals herself with green magic. While doing so, green sparkles 

cover her entire body. The orange aura stays under her feet. Toriel’s body looks fine again, but her 

facial expression was filled with grief and sadness] 



 

[The boss fight with “Toriel the Savior” starts] 

(An undying hope within Toriel’s SOUL heals her from the pain) 

Toriel: You played long enough, but I won’t give up, until pain is no more!  

 

[Toriel only has the acting option CHECK] 

[Checking Toriel – who is now renamed in “Toriel the Savior” – gives the following stats: 80 ATK 80 

DEF – Determined to achieve incredible things] 

[Frisk must fight Toriel to win the fight and they can also not flee during the battle. Since Toriel will 

heal herself after each hit, the fight is very long. But it’s scripted and ends, after Frisk’s ATK got big 

enough to deplete Toriel the Savior’s HP in one hit. This is usually after 22 rounds] 

 

[Toriel uses upgraded attacks in comparison to the True Pacifist route fight. Her attack patterns are 

more complicated this time, run faster and are generally more frequent and longer. In addition to her 

usual attacks, she uses two new attacks which are absent in the True Pacifist route…] 

[The first attack is the Heal Stealer attack, where she attacks with green flames, who will however 

take 6-8 HP from Frisk’s HP Bar and add it to Toriel’s. Although this attack is useless for her, Toriel still 

uses it three times] 

[The second attack is the Orange Flames attack, where she adds additional orange flames into her 

usual attack patterns three times which have the same qualities as the orange attacks in the True 

Pacifist route] 

[Like in the Napstablook end-boss fight in the True Pacifist route, each new attack will be indicated 

with…] 

 

(Toriel prepares “Heal Stealer”) or (Toriel prepares “Orange Flames”) 

 

[The two attacks don’t have upgraded versions however] 

 

[During the boss fight, Toriel remains silent and concentrated and will only say…] 

 

Toriel: …  

 

[…before healing herself after every round and before attacking] 

 

[After 22 rounds, Frisk hits a final strike which depletes all of Toriel’s HP in one hit, not giving her an 

opportunity to heal] 



[Toriel falls on her knees, clutching her bleeding chest with her hands] 

[The orange aura beneath her feet as well as the green sparkles disappear] 

 

Toriel: … Even though I was not holding back, you’re still standing… Asriel… You never got to learn 

about the truth. And I… I never got the heart to tell you… Because I wanted to protect you… … Hmpf… 

You might have won this b-battle, but… You will never win in life with that kind of attitude! If you keep 

going on like this… There will be much worse things awaiting you. … Asgore… Please d-don’t be a 

coward this time and… D-Don’t mess this up… …  

 

[Toriel turns into dust and her white monster soul bursts shortly after] 

[Frisk then continues to Hotland. Saving at the save point displays…] 

(Wow! That’s it!) 

[…before displaying the regular flavored text] 

[This will only be displayed once] 

 

3 Left 
 Go back to beginning  

 

[Frisk proceeds to the right] 

[They bump into a huge, modern looking lab und enter it] 

[When Frisk entered the lab, Undyne was standing alone in the middle of the room, facing with her 

back towards Frisk] 

[Frisk approaches Undyne]  

 

Undyne: …  

 

[Undyne turns around and notices Frisk] 

 

Undyne: C’mon, go hit me.  

 

[If Frisk gets closer to Undyne, Undyne suddenly jumps into the air and lands on the other side left of 

Frisk]  

 



Undyne: NGAAHHHH!! Did you punk really think you can hit me this easily? HA!! WRONG!! Nobody 

hits a TRUE HERO like THAT, FUHUHU!! Especially not someone, who’s such a weak wimp like you. 

Anyway, let this mark you a lesson, punk! If you’re searching the nerd, bad news, he’s not there. Busy 

doing other things. And I would’ve usually aired a bunch of episodes, where I am beating up bad 

guys, but how am I gonna do this when there ARE NO bad guys!! NGAAHHH!! Everyone’s hiding from 

a murderous maniac, the ULTIMATE bad guy!! But not I, UNDYNE, THE TRUE WARRIOR!! HERO’S 

DON’T HIDE AWAY, HAHA! … Anyway, I don’t have much to do now since the bad situation is causing 

my ratings to flop. Good luck finding anyone you can kill down here. Most of them must have already 

been evacuated, fuhuhu!  

 

[Undyne jumps through the ceiling and disappears]  

[Frisk leaves the lab] 

[Outside the lab, Monster Kid is waiting excitedly outside] 

[Monster Kid avidly rushes in front of Frisk] 

 

Monster Kid: Yo! Also a troublemaker like me? Ha ha. Of course, the kids are braver than the adults 

yet again! I know, adults can be pretty weird, huh? Dr. Dreemurr told every monster to bring 

themselves in safety because there’s a dangerous killer running around, but you know what? I’d 

rather follow Undyne around! That sounds way cooler! Besides, why must I be afraid if Undyne’s here 

to protect us? Ha ha. Hopefully, the evacuation team doesn’t find me anywhere. Otherwise, I must 

follow the others and will lose my one and only chance to get an autograph from the one and only 

Undyne! You know, that’s still my biggest goal in my life! Ha ha. Well, probably I should leave you 

alone now.  

 

[Monster Kid runs away, trips, and disappears] 

[Frisk must now conquer the entire Hotland on their own, since Asriel won’t be calling anymore, nor 

would Undyne and Asgore try to sabotage Frisk. They also don’t have to do any puzzles anymore, 

since all of them are already done by Napstablook] 

[Frisk must kill 40 monsters to exhaust the kill counter] 

 

[The save point before the BG01 and BG02 fight displays the text…] 

(Pretty empty here, huh?) 

[…before displaying the number of remaining monsters and allowing Frisk to save] 

 

[Not far away from that save point, Frisk encounters BG01 and BG02] 

 

BG01: Halt kid! Evacuation team here. There’s a dangerous human being roaming around, killing 

everything that gets in their sight. Return home and show up when the situation is claimed to be safe.  



BG02: But 01…  

BG01: What? This situation is serious and Dr. Dreemurr seemed very worked up about this. I’m just 

following orders.  

BG02: Yes, but this is the human.  

BG01: Huh? Well, if that’s the case-  

BG02: … Run?  

BG01: No, we will capture them, I guess… Are you ready, human? Because you will get killed right 

now and there’s nothing you can do against that!  

 

[The mini-boss fight with BG01 and BG02 starts] 

(Evacuation team is blocking your way) 

BG01: We will not let you rampage and kill more monsters! Besides, your soul looks pretty cool to us.  

BG02: I-If you say so, 01…  

 

[The BG01 and BG02 fight has the same acting options as in the True Pacifist route and proceeds as 

usual] 

[Their stats also remain the same: 48 ATK 12 DEF – Undyne’s loyal bodyguard… Maybe a bit too loyal] 

[Frisk must fight both bodyguards] 

 

[If BG01 is one hit away from dying, he will have following dialogue…] 

 

BG01: I-I know this is almost the end. I-If I don’t survive the next shot, just let me tell you one thing… 

Bro… I love you.  

BG02: …  

 

(FIGHT: BG01) 

 

BG02: No! My love!  

[BG02 will attack more violently as usual] 

 

[If BG02 is one hit away from dying, he will have following dialogue…] 

 

BG02: … I wish I had a future with you by my side…  



BG01: Bro… Me too.  

 

(FIGHT: BG02) 

 

BG01: Bro, you left way too early…  

[BG01 will attack more violently as usual] 

 

[Eventually, Frisk kills them both and the fight automatically ends] 

[Frisk then arrives at the ‘Death parkour’ part, where they can simply cross the parkour since 

Napstablook has already patched the dangerous places with glitches] 

 

[Frisk proceeds to level 3 and leaves the elevator at L3, where Muffet’s sales stand stands, but Muffet 

and the donut NPC are both missing] 

[In the midway of the puzzles, Muffet is seen talking to somebody obscured in a secret gateway]  

 

Muffet: … What do you mean with evacuation, dearie? I’m not afraid of any cheap human! … I don’t 

understand? Hmpf! It’s clearly you who doesn’t understand. ~ I’m sure their soul sells a lot of money, 

so I’m not falling for your evacuation trip. Anyway, good luck evacuating the underground, dearie! ~  

 

[Muffet disappears again] 

[The next section is a darkened room full of spider webs. The door closes when Frisk enters the room 

and Muffet’s voice can be heard in the background] 

 

Muffet [from the off]: If it isn’t the human, I was supposed to be so afraid of. ~ You know, all of this 

can be avoided if you just left your money where it belongs. ~ Unfortunately, you’re nothing but 

another stingy monster who likes taking money from one another just for fun. ~ Let’s just let us bring 

behind this us… ~  

 

[Frisk suddenly gets trapped in a spider web and Muffet appears in front of Frisk] 

 

Muffet: Let me take your soul! I’m sure your soul will bring the Spider Kingdom a lot of money! Get 

ready to be devoured, ahuhuhuhuhu! ~  

 

[The mini-boss fight with Muffet starts] 

(Muffet blocks your way) 



Muffet: Ahuhuhuhuhu! ~  Money can’t buy happiness, but your soul on the contrary is our gateway to 

a better life. ~  

 

[Unlike other bosses, Muffet cannot be defeated within one hit. She has a lot of DEF, so the Muffet 

fight will take as long as in the True Pacifist route. Her acting options are also unchanged: CHECK, 

STRUGGLE and PAY {certain amount of gold}] 

[If Frisk pays her gold, Muffet however will reply…] 

 

Muffet: Ah! Now you’re finally paying off the atrocities you have done previously? I’d be glad to take 

your money, ahuhuhu. ~ 

 

[Her stats are still: 40,31415 ATK 13,14153 DEF – Gently asking for your financial support] 

[If Frisk has bought a Spider Donut or a Spider Cider previously in the Ruins, they can immediately 

skip the fight and off-guard kill Muffet] 

 

[But if the fight isn’t skipped, Muffet has some different dialogue] 

 

Muffet: Why so blue, dearie? I think purple is a better color for you, ahuhuhu! ~ 

 

Muffet: You wonder who I am, dearie? ~ I am no other than the queen of spiders! Bow before me or 

you’ll end up in the claws of my adorable, little pet, ahuhuhuhuhuhu! ~  

 

Muffet: I haven’t hunted a human before, but you must know, I am doing it just for the money. They 

want your soul and I want their money. ~  

 

Muffet: A dull person with a beard and a weary facial expression previously warned me about you. 

Hmpf, you really think you’re that intimidating?  

 

Muffet: That’s why everyone’s acting to crazy recently. But not me! I’m different than them and I will 

do my best to help my own folk, ahuhuhuhuhu! ~  

 

Muffet: Oh, looks like it’s breakfast time! ~ Human, it’s time for you two to know each other. I just 

hope you don’t taste too disgusting for my precious, little pet. ~  

 

Muffet: I was told to evacuation, but I refused… ~ After all, there must be someone, who’s standing 

and fighting for those poor spiders casted away in the Ruins. They’re craving to return home, but the 



harsh coldness of Snowdin won’t let them get too far. You know, not everyone has the privilege of 

unrestricted travel like you, dearie. ~  

 

Muffet: Hmpf! At least they have some peace from that moronic caretaker now. ~  

 

Muffet: Who else would care for them if everyone always thinks of evacuation? Besides, that’s contra 

productive if you ask me. With your soul, freedom shall ring for monsterkind anyway, ahuhuhu. ~ It’s 

the spiders I am fighting for. ~  

 

Muffet: Still no money? Well, it’s lunchtime anyway. Time for you to play with my precious pet again, 

ahuhuhuhuhu! ~  

 

Muffet: Hmpf! I already said it earlier. If it’s not money, it’s your soul! Ahuhuhuhu!! ~  And remember, 

I’m doing it all for the spiders!  

 

Muffet: Of course, I’m doing it for the entire underground, if you ever thought of me as selfish, 

dearie. Unlike that coward that told me to leave asap. Bet he tastes just as disgusting as you do. ~ 

Maybe, I could make a trash cider out of you two, ahuhuhuhuhu! ~  

 

Muffet: Still not giving up? How weak must you be if you’re thinking you could kill me, dearie? ~ Like 

with money, the more determination you steal from others, the emptier you get.  

 

Muffet: Determination. That must taste like trash. Just what you are from the inside and outside! ~  

 

Muffet: Let’s see what your so-called determination can do against this! ~  

 

Muffet: Let’s see what your so-called determination can do against this! ~  

 

Muffet: It’s dinnertime, ahuhuhuhu! ~  You know what that means, dearie. Spider pet, get the 

human!  

 

Muffet: Why are you still standing here? Will you keep on fighting forever? I can’t feed my pet any 

longer, otherwise she might puke ahuhuhu! ~  

 

[A spider carrying a telegram appears next to Muffet] 



 

Muffet: A telegram? … It’s from the spiders from the Ruins and they say… although you’ve been the 

most disgusting person they’re ever seen, you never hurt a single spider. … Hmpf, bold of them to 

assume that, but spiders don’t lie after all! See? There’s nothing to be afraid of such a cheap human 

like you. ~ I must say, since you fought so well, I spare you! Enjoy your privilege of unrestricted travel, 

dearie! ~  

 

(Muffet spares you) 

 

(FIGHT: Muffet) 

[Muffet immediately turns into dust and Frisk receives a Spider Donut and a Spider Cider from her] 

[Before the fight ends, a tiny spider places a flower on Muffet’s grave] 

 

[The next section of Hotland is also empty, although the setting of the big city is already set] 

[Frisk proceeds to the crossroad, which is empty, as well as the ‘Anime coffee house’] 

[The Hand NPC is absent and doesn’t sell ‘Hero certified foodie goodies’, but Burgerpants is still 

present in his small store on the side of the restaurant] 

 

[When interacting with Burgerpants in the small store] 

 

Burgerpants: No selling to villains, I apologize! Our goods are not called the ‘Hero certified foodie 

goodies’ without any reason! Sadly, they won’t have an effect on you.  

 

[When talking to Burgerpants and asking him questions about himself] 

 

Burgerpants: Ah, me? Well, I’m just me, nothing special about me. Why are you asking? Yeah, I know 

there’s that evacuation plan going on, but I honestly don’t care. I thought I could just make some 

money in my last living moments. And even if you kill me, I don’t care. Nobody comes by anyway and 

I’m making more losses in my business. Hm, maybe this will change as soon as my business 

flourishes!  

 

[When talking to Burgerpants and asking him questions about Undyne] 

 

Burgerpants: Undyne? Of course, I know Undyne! You must really live behind the moon if you don’t 

know about Undyne! She’s our heroic TV star and usually beats up bad guys like you, but I guess, she 



took a day off today. Maybe because everyone’s evacuating anyway, and she doesn’t really have any 

bad guys for beating up. Geez, hopefully she doesn’t beat me up!  

 

[When talking to Burgerpants and asking him questions about the king] 

 

Burgerpants: The king? Well, that’s just the king. He doesn’t interact very much with us. But I heard 

that he might be very powerful, so better don’t mess with him if you don’t wanna have a bad time. 

Just kidding, you can already have a bad time by becoming a black-market vender like me. No need 

having to go to the CORE.  

 

[When leaving Burgerpants black-market shop] 

 

Burgerpants: Okay bye…  

 

[Frisk next goes to the CORE. In the next room, there was an elevator in the middle. This time, the 

elevator is fixed with a few small, black glitches and Frisk can take the elevator straight to Undyne’s 

battling area] 

[If the kill counter of 40 monsters isn’t exhausted yet, Frisk must still kill some monsters in the CORE] 

[The two Whimsalots also don’t appear] 

 

[Frisk goes through the big, eerie looking gate and sees Undyne standing in the middle of a big, 

circular platform, facing her back towards Frisk] 

 

Undyne: Birds are singing… Flowers are blooming… On days like these… … GAHH!! Forget it! Why am I 

still going on like this? This is ridiculous!  

 

[Undyne snaps with her fingers and the door suddenly closes behind Frisk. Undyne turns around] 

 

Undyne: You’re probably wondering yourself why I was acting to weird previously. You’re probably 

asking yourself why I didn’t straight-up smash you to smithereens like a real hero would do. Or you’re 

probably not… Well, fact is, you KNOW that what you’re doing is bad! Why do you keep doing those 

bad things? … SHUT UP!! I’M GONNA ANSWER!! … You’re just doing it out of fun, right? No, not 

entirely. … You know, everyone in the Underground wants to make a name. For example, I am known 

as the TRUE HERO!! That’s because I BEAT UP BAD GUYS LIKE YOU!! And everyone knows me for that! 

Just too bad that you don’t have a defining quality about yourself. That’s why you’re going down that 

path. You’re probably thinking: Better have a bad reputation than no reputation. Right? Ha! That’s, 

that’s so… RIDICULOUS TO THINK, FUHUHUHU!! Obviously, you know NOTHING about society, 

FUHUHUH, unlike ME, THE TRUE HERO! Of course, will everyone make a name if they’re just making 



the effort to change society!! Even you were once at the point where you did the right thing, just to 

MESS EVERYTHING UP YET AGAIN!! NGAAHHHH!! … Too bad for you that Dr. Dreemurr already 

evacuated every monster. I don’t know what he was fussing all about, but he seemed pretty worked 

up about the situation. Fuhuhu! And by that, I mean more than usual. I know, he is a BIG COWARD 

and NOTHING like a hero, but… He said strange things like… you were at this point before… Dunno 

what he means by that, but- GAH! WHO CARES? YOU’RE OBVIOUSLY SUCH A BAD PERSON THAT YOU 

NEED TO BE SMASHED TO DEATH, REVIVED AND SMASHED TO DEATH AGAIN!! FUHUHUHU!!!  

 

[Undyne snaps with her fingers yet again and the platform rapidly raises into the air] 

 

Undyne: I WAITED LONG ENOUGH TO FINALLY KICK YOU IN THE FACE!! AND NOW IT’S TIME, 

NGAAAAAAHHHHH!!  

 

[The boss fight against Undyne starts] 

(Undyne attacks) 

Undyne: You’re gonna try a little bit harder to get through ME!  

 

[Undyne can be defeated with a single hit. She only has the acting option CHECK. Checking her gives 

the stats: 50 ATK 99 DEF – The famous TV warrior that many believe to be immortal.] 

(FIGHT: Undyne) 

[Any hit, even if it doesn’t have the perfect aim, would hurt, and immediately kill Undyne] 

 

Undyne: G-GAH! … Heh… Nice try, punk… But I won’t give up this easily! Be prepared for a VERY 

PAINFUL fight, as I will transform in my T-TRUE FORM!! T-To save the Underground from YOUR 

wrongdoings! … I – UNDYNE – will STRIKE YOU DOWN!!  

 

[Undyne then turns into dust and Frisk will automatically be set to LV 19] 

[After this point, aborting the Genocide route isn’t possible anymore] 

[Frisk leaves the arena and proceeds to the cyberpunk looking corridor with the elevator at its end] 

[Frisk then takes the elevator to ‘New Home’] 

 

2 Left  
 Go back to beginning  

 

[Arrived at ‘New Home’, Frisk follows the path and arrives at a monochromous version of Papyrus’ 

house] 



[They can explore the house from inside] 

 

[When interacting with the mirror] 

(You stared at the human in the mirror) 

(…) 

(Due to the dust on your hands) 

(You don’t recognize yourself anymore) 

 

[Upstairs, there are still the four rooms. However, sleeping in Chara’s old room, Frisk picks up a key 

instead of the Worn Dagger. The text reads following…] 

(You tried to lay down, but under the blanket…) 

(You found a key) 

 

(Key – Good to discover unexplored areas) 

 

[Frisk still cannot enter Papyrus’ old room. Collecting the three crystal compacts isn’t required this 

time] 

[They can also pick up the tomato sauce in Sans’ room] 

 

[Then, Frisk goes to the last remaining room, which looked more like a workshop. Investigating the 

photos of the younger versions of Chara, Papyrus and Sans reveals that someone has violently 

scribbled out their faces with a black marker] 

[A black glitch marks the fourth drawer. Interacting with it opens the drawer and the flavor text 

read…] 

(Just an old necklace) 

(It’s broken beyond repairing) 

[Frisk can interact with the ominous machine under the blanket to get the necklace] 

 

(An odd invention) 

(You found a necklace inside) 

(It’s purple, heart-shaped and glowing from the inside) 

(You picked up the necklace) 

 



(Fancy necklace – Worn by someone no one will forget ever since)  

 

[Behind the machine, there’s a door hidden, leading to a room] 

(The room is locked) 

(Use the key?) 

     YES  

NO  

(You found an old chainsaw inside that room) 

 

(Chainsaw – A deadly weapon) 

 

[Frisk goes downstairs to the basement area where the metal lock has already been unlocked by 

someone else. Black glitches are lying next to the lock. Frisk proceeds] 

[Napstablook appears and tells us their story…] 

 

(……ohh…………hello………) 

(………you finally made it here, my friend from the stars……………) 

(…metaton……i know you can hear me through the body of the child…………) 

(……that’s why i gave them your necklace and your chainsaw………so i can……communicate with 

you………………) 

(………metaton……) 

(…i missed you so much since you were gone………) 

 

(i know……it was all my fault……………) 

(…that’s why i hide somewhere far far away……) 

(……where no one could find me………) 

(ohhh……………i was so ashamed of myself…………) 

(i know…………if it wasn’t for me…none of this would’ve ever happened…………………) 

(………………ohh…………)  

 

(i hid as long as i could……………but suddenly………) 

(……i felt different………very different………) 



(i didn’t know what was going on with me………….) 

(it was almost like i……….i didn’t feel my body………..) 

(…………………………) 

(……everything i saw………it was like i was looking at another world…………) 

(…a world where i could observe…but not participate in………) 

 

(……i rushed to that scientist the fast I could………and……) 

(…it took me a while to catch his attention…………) 

(and at first………he didn’t know who i am……) 

(i…………) 

(i explained him that i knew him………………) 

(………that i was his neighbor and…………) 

(that i invented thundersnail with you……) 

(but………) 

(…………………..) 

(…he just stared at me with blank eyes…………..) 

(……..he said that……metaton didn’t have a cousin…………) 

(and he said that he didn’t know me………….) 

(i………………….) 

(i didn’t know what to do…………..)  

 

(i tried to explain to him over and over again who i was…………..) 

(…i was begging him for help……telling me what was wrong with me…………) 

(BUT HE JUST WOULDN’T UNDERSTAND NO MATTER HOW MUCH I EXPLAINED THE SAME THING!!) 

(……he just said………..he couldn’t save me………) 

(…so i left……………..) 

(…………………….) 

(i………….i flew to the only friend i had……………..) 

(…….i had besides you of course…………..) 

(…i tried to get him remember me…………….) 

(but…………………) 

(…he just called me an ugly……ugly error……………..) 



(…………..) 

(…oh………that hurt………….) 

(…) 

 

(later………..) 

(……after the museum of your remembrance was built…………..) 

(i left again…………….) 

(i flew far far away…………..and i………….) 

(……i tried to understand…………) 

(…to understand why nobody remembered me……..) 

(………..but i didn’t understand………) 

(………that’s where i didn’t want to live anymore………………..) 

(……not as a bigger nobody than what i already was at your living times………….) 

(……………………..) 

 

(………that’s when i saw the ‘code’……) 

(……green numbers……over a black screen…………) 

(…i call them stars…………..) 

(……because they…how i later learned……determine the rules in our world…….) 

(…write history………) 

(i saw………when there was a place…where everything in our world gets saved……………) 

(…there was a way for me to change the code………) 

 

(………that’s how i began to play………………..) 

(…i played with the code…………) 

(……i traveled through different worlds……) 

(…and saw different realities and cultures………) 

(………until i returned to this world again and…) 

(…made it mine……….) 

(i tried to make friends under a new name……………..) 

(i failed……………) 

(…no matter how much i tried……i couldn’t write myself inside that code again….) 



(it was as if i was scattered through time and space……) 

 

(……who cares?) 

(IN THIS WORLD, IT ALL DOESN’T MATTER ANYWAY!) 

(YOU WILL END UP FORGOTTEN ANYWAY, NO MATTER HOW MUCH YOU ACHIEVE!!) 

(i found out that this world was unfair…………) 

(IT WAS SO UNFAIR THAT I WANTED TO DELETE THAT STUPID CODE!) 

(………but……) 

(…there was something about this world i was hanging on……) 

(so i decided………if i couldn’t participate in this world……) 

(I WILL DESTROY THIS WORLD!! OVER AND OVER AGAIN!!) 

 

(AND SO, I DID!) 

(I DESTROYED THIS WORLD OVER AND OVER AGAIN!) 

(I MADE EVERYONE SUFFER!) 

(I MADE EVERYONE DIE!!) 

(I MADE EVERYONE BOW BEFORE ME!!!) 

(………………..) 

(I MUST SAY, I HAD SO MUCH FUN WHILE DOING THIS!!) 

(ONCE IN MY LIFE, I FELT LIKE I HAD CONTROL OVER ALL OF THEM!!) 

(IF THIS WORLD ISN’T GOING TO REMEMBER ME, IT’S GOING TO BELONG TO ME!) 

 

(………………) 

(eventually………i grew tired of all of this……) 

(…even destroying the world over a thousand times wouldn’t bring me joy anymore………) 

(i still felt empty inside………) 

(…i still felt empty when nobody knew who i was………..) 

(metaton……………) 

(…i’m glad that you sent me this sacred child……………) 

 

(…metaton…………) 

(together……as cousins…we will take our revenge………) 



(and then……) 

(THEY MUST REMEMBER ME!) 

(IF NOBODY IS LEFT ALIVE ANYMORE, I WILL BE THE ONLY ONE!!) 

(AND THEY MUST REMEMBER ME!! AS THE GHOST WHO FOUGHT BY METATON’S SIDE!) 

(this time………it will only be you and me side by side……making our name…) 

(………heh) 

(……that’s a pretty plan…killing off everyone until i matter again…………………) 

 

(metaton……………) 

(i don’t know why you sent me this human…………) 

(…but they have incredible abilities……even more than i do……………) 

(gee…………………) 

(……i know they could do something i couldn’t………….) 

(metaton……….) 

(i don’t want to destroy this world anymore……………) 

(it won’t bring me out of the darkness that keeps growing…………) 

(……………….) 

(instead…………) 

(I WILL LET SOMEONE ELSE DO THE KILLING!!) 

(ONE WAY OR ANOTHER, I WILL BE ABLE TO RETURN TO THIS WORLD!!) 

(YOU WILL USE THAT HUMAN AND HELP ME MAKE MY NAME!) 

 

(……that’s something you would do for your cousin, right? ……………….) 

(…yeah……that’s right………) 

(I KNOW THE HUMAN HAS THE ABILITY TO RESET) 

(I KNOW THEY HAVE THE REQUIRED DETERMINATION INSIDE THEMSELVES!) 

(which i don’t………….) 

(…metta………) 

(YOU’RE IN POSSESSION OF THAT HUMAN, RIGHT?) 

(YOU ARE! THEY ARE WEARING YOUR THINGS!!) 

 

(…heh…………….) 



(together we will do it…………) 

(we will kill everyone in this unfair world……………) 

(we will do what we started four years ago………only this time….) 

(I WON’T MESS UP!!) 

(THIS TIME I WON’T HAVE MERCY!!)  

 

(……………..) 

(…c’mon……i really won’t mess up……….)  

(w-what’s with that expression……..) 

(…. wh-what’s wrong, metta?) 

(…oh………….) 

 

(……am i s-standing in your way again……….)  

(…but…………) 

(we must do it together now………..)  

(only by resetting……. i can return home again……….) 

(………………) 

(…wh-what are you looking funny at me???) 

(i…………) 

(i really didn’t meant to stand in your way this time………) 

(…i just thought……………..) 

(we could be the inseparable team we used to be…………….)  

(……oh…………….) 

(it’s okay…………) 

(……it’s okay i-if you don’t want me in your team again………..) 

 

(!!!) 

(w-what are you doing?!) 

(g-go back…………) 

(h-hey………it’s okay if you don’t want me in your spotlight m-metta….) 

(i-i….will go……..just……….) 

(please…….) 



(    3) 

 

[Napstablook disappears again] 

 

[Frisk arrives at the judgement hall] 

[They can save a last time, before proceeding] 

[When proceeding, Chara’s silhouette can be seen standing at the other end of the hall. Frisk halts as 

soon as they spot Chara] 

 

1 Left  
 Go back to beginning  

 

[The canvas shifts to Chara’s silhouette] 

 

Chara [silhouette]: 

 

[Frisk steps forward] 

 

Chara [silhouette]: 

 

[Frisk still steps forward] 

 

Chara [silhouette]: 

 

[Frisk steps forward] 

 

Chara [silhouette]: 

 

[Frisk steps forward] 

 



Chara [silhouette]: 

 

[Frisk takes a last step forward] 

 

Chara [silhouette]: 

 

[The end-boss fight against Chara starts] 

[Chara stands in the middle of the screen, having their eyes closed] 

 

Chara: I am fighting for 

the lost lives of my friends!  

 

[Chara then pulls out their sword, attacks Frisk and turns Frisk’s soul green in the end] 

[After Chara’s attack, it’s Frisk’s turn] 

 

(The last enemy) 

 

[Chara only has the action option CHECK] 

[Chara’s stats are: 8 ATK 8 DEF – In this situation, the 8s should be written horizontally] 

[Frisk must always attack Chara, who will block each attack with their sword. The fight is scripted and 

ends after 22 attacks. Chara only uses blade attacks] 

[Besides, Chara is the only boss who uses all five soul modes: default, green, blue, yellow, and purple. 

In the fight, Chara switches between all soul modes, making it harder and more unpredictable for 

Frisk] 

 

[Chara has following dialogue during the fight] 

 

Chara: 

 

Chara: 

 



Chara: 

 

Chara: 

 

Chara: 

 

Chara: 

 

Chara: 

 

Chara: 

 

Chara: 

 

Chara: 

 

Chara: 

 

Chara: 

 

Chara: 

 

Chara: 



 

Chara: 

 

(Chara is sparing you) 

 

[If Frisk accepts Chara’s chance of forgiveness and spares Chara, Chara will say…] 

 

Chara: 

 

[Chara strikes Frisk with an unavoidable blade attack and depletes all of Frisk’s HP, leading Frisk to die 

and their soul to shatter] 

[Instead of the usual text in the ‘Game Over’ screen, Chara’s voice is heard…] 

 

Chara [from the off]: 

 

[Frisk then respawns at the Save Point in the judgement hall and restarts the fight with Chara. Chara 

will not have altered dialogue, because, unlike Sans, Asgore and Napstablook, Chara isn’t aware of 

the timeline-multiverse] 

 

[If Frisk denies Chara’s chance of forgiveness, Chara instead says…] 

 

Chara: 

 

[Then the screen turns black for a second and Chara continues attacking, but frequently turns off the 

screen to switch to a different soul mode. This is a long attack] 

 

Chara: 

 



[Chara attacks the same way as before again. From now on, the attacks will be harder to dodge, since 

Frisk will have a different soul mode every second] 

 

Chara: 

 

Chara: 

 

Chara: 

 

Chara: 

 

Chara: 

 

Chara: 

 

[Chara attacks afterwards with a long attack including multiple soul modes]  

 

Chara: 

 

[Chara just waits and stares at Frisk] 

 

Chara: 

 

[Chara keeps waiting] 

 



Chara: 

 

[…] 

 

Chara: 

 

[After a while, Chara visibly shakes and struggles to hold their weapon] 

 

Chara: 

 

Chara: 

 

[Frisk – who is currently in the yellow soul mode – must press [Z] to shoot with the soul at Chara] 

[Chara startled. It’s Frisk’s turn again. The flavor text says…] 

 

(JUST ALREADY TAKE THAT PATHETIC LIFE OUT!!) 

 

[If Frisk attacks Chara normally again, Chara blocks that attack and says…] 

 

Chara:  

 

[In the moment, Chara’s sword breaks and Frisk hits Chara again, right into the heart] 

 

Chara: 

 

[Chara leaves the fight screen, but their voice can still be heard offscreen] 

 

Chara [from the off]: 

 

[Chara’s soul bursts audibly and the fight ends automatically] 

[Frisk is levelled up to LV 20 and leaves the judgement hall to make their way up to the throne room] 



 

DETERMINATION  
 Go back to beginning  

 

[When reaching the throne room, Sans stands in the middle of the room, his back facing to Frisk] 

[Suddenly, he turns around and notices Frisk] 

 

Sans: sup.  

 

[Sans goes to his throne and peacefully sits down] 

 

Sans: you must be that guy that weird error warned me about. hm… never seen a monster like you 

before. i don’t know whether i can trust that freaky error, but just saying… if they’re right… …  

 

[Sans’ small, white pupils inside his eyes disappear, leaving empty, pitch-black eye sockets staring 

straight at Frisk] 

 

Sans: you’d better return to where you were coming from.  

 

[Sans’ white pupils appear again] 

 

Sans: anyway, got plenty of stuff to do. see ya.  

 

[Sans stands up from his throne and prepares to leave, but a row of glitches blocks the exit of the 

throne room] 

 

Sans: …  

 

[Sans turns to Frisk again] 

 

Sans: welp, that was unfortunate.  

 

[Frisk suddenly approaches Sans] 



 

Sans: woah there! slow down, kid. no need to stare at me with that freaky smile. and is… is that a 

chainsaw in your hands?  

 

[Frisk keeps approaching Sans] 

 

Sans: … you’re really aiming for this, ain’t ya?  

 

[Frisk doesn’t stop approaching Sans and Sans backs a few steps away until he stops again] 

 

Sans: … turns out what that error said was correct. you are really up for the last kill. welp, if 

that’s the case…  

 

[Frisk steps one step closer to Sans, but this time, Sans doesn’t back away] 

 

Sans: i don’t care. just leave my folk alone.  

 

[The boss fight with Sans starts] 

 

Sans: you really think you had a good time doing all of this? welp, i don’t know how you feel about 

this, but i guess i gotta fight a human once again… … goodbye, human.  

 

[Sans was just about to conjure a Gaster Blaster when suddenly, Frisk hits Sans with the chainsaw and 

depletes part of Sans’ HP] 

 

Sans: heh… good one…  

 

[Then, tears crash down at Sans…] 

 

Sans: …  

 

[The tears entirely deplete Sans’ HP and immediately kill Sans. Napstablook glides into the screen] 

 



Napstablook: oh……… s-sorry………………… i-i just wanted to help…… but……… if you don’t need my 

help, that’s…… that’s okay……………… … ohh…………… i understand i’m just a burden to you…………. but 

p-please…………… please metaton…… let me live………… ……………………… p-please……… stop being 

selfish and       4  

 

[Napstablook automatically gets hit by Frisk. Despite not feeling pain as an inexistent entity in this 

world, Napstablook flinches and looks at Frisk with a horrified expression] 

 

Napstablook: ……………… p-please s- ……… S-STOP!!  

 

[Frisk hits again] 

 

Napstablook: metaton…… stop……… please…… IT REALLY HURTS IF YOU HIT ME LIKE THIS!!  

 

[Frisk hits Napstablook three times, each time more violently] 

 

Napstablook: ……………… …………… ………………… i’m s-so sorry………. you… you must hate me now……… 

you must hate me because i’m garbage…………… because you don’t need me………. i-i should’ve 

never……… made this about me……….  

 

[With a strange garbage noise, Napstablook eventually causes themselves to perish in thin air] 

 

[Frisk now stands alone in a strange, pitch-black room] 

[Confused, Frisk heads a few steps forward until reaching a big, professional looking stage with thick, 

velvet curtains and a light, wooden ground] 

[Onto a stage stands a single, robotic looking figure] 

[As soon as Frisk approaches the stage and the figure gets visible, Frisk freezes and Metaton 

screams…] 

 

OHHHH YESSSSSSSSSSS!!!!!!  

IF THIS ISN’T MY FAVORITE STAR ACTOR!!! 

CONGRATULATIONS!! YOU MADE IT TO A PLACE CALLED ‘THE STARS’!!  

AHH YESSS, I WAS WATCHING YOU THE ENTIRE TIME! 

AND… YOU CAN’T IMAGINE HOW THRILLED I WAS BY THE ANTICS YOU PULLED THROUGH YOUR 

PLAY!!  



NEVER IN MY ENTIRE LIFE HAVE I SEEN SUCH AN ENTERTAINING SHOW!!!  

DUE TO YOUR ACTIONS… YOUR DETERMINATION… YOUR EXP… YOUR LV…  

I WAS BROUGHT BACK TO LIFE!!  

AND FOR THAT, I MUST SAY ‘THANK YOU’ FROM THE DEPTH OF MY HEART!!!  

YOU REALLY ARE DIFFERENT THAN ALL THE OTHER, RIDICULOUS MINOR ACTORS…  

I FELT YOUR DIFFERENCE… YOUR DETERMINATION…  

THAT’S WHY I GAVE YOU MY LUCKY CHARM AND MY KILLER WEAPON!!  

THANKS TO YOU, I HAVE ENJOYED THE SHOW OF MY LIFETIME… 

AND AM READY NOW TO FINISH WHAT I STARTED YEARS AGO!!  

ALL THANKS TO YOU, I HAVE DISCOVERED THE TRUE PURPOSE OF MY LIVING!!  

…  

YOU MIGHT ASKING YOURSELF WHAT I MEAN BY THAT… 

WELL, WELL, WELL, IT’S JUST AS SIMPLE AS THAT…  

IN THIS WORLD… IT’S ALL ABOUT MAKING YOUR NAME!!  

ONLY IF YOU MAKE YOUR NAME… THEY WILL REMEMBER YOU AND… YOU WILL REACH THE LEVEL OF 

IMMORTALITY.  

EVEN AFTER YOU DIE… 

 

[This text will only show up if Frisk has completed the True Pacifist route before the Genocide route] 

 

IN ANOTHER WORLD… IN ANOTHER TIME… YOU MADE EVERYONE GAIN A NAME…  

AND OF COURSE, YOU MADE A NAME TOO.  

EXACTLY!! THEY KNOW YOU UNDER THE NAME ‘FRISK’.  

THEY ALL REMEMBERED YOU WELL… 

AND YOUR ACTIONS SHALL REST IN THE HEADS OF YOUR FRIENDS!  

BUT…  

I KNOW YOU’RE SOMEONE DIFFERENT…  

YOU’RE POSSESSED BY THE STARS… JUST LIKE I AM…  

YOUR REAL NAME IS <Name>…  

MY REAL NAME IS <Name>… 

WE BOTH ARE DIFFERENT THAN THOSE FOOLISH MINOR ACTORS… ‘FRISK’.  

WE’RE BOTH UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF SUPERNATURAL FORCES… OF <Name>.  



 

[Metaton continues with his usual text again] 

 

IT’S JUST A PITY THAT THEY ALL REMEMBERED BY NAME WRONG!!  

I HAD MY DOUBTS ABOUT MY ACTIONS…  

BUT NOW… IT’S ALL CERTAIN!!  

AND YOU – THE REINCARNATION OF THE SECOND HUMAN – HELPED ME GAIN THAT CERTAINTY!!  

IN THIS WORLD… THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS MERCY AND FAIRNESS! UNLESS… 

YOU TAKE YOUR OWN ACTIONS!!  

AT THIS PLACE, WHEN YOUR JOURNEY ENDS, MINE WILL BEGIN!  

JUST THE WAY IT HAS BEEN FOUR YEARS AGO… 

AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH!!!!!!!  

DARLING… 

THE SHOW IS OVER!!!  

I HAVE ALREADY WATCHED YOUR SHOW AND I FEEL BORED NOW…  

I’M OFFERING YOU ONE LITTLE THING, DARLING.  

…  

IF YOU DELETE THIS WORLD AND START ANEW, YOU WILL BE SPARED WITH A REWARDING TREAT… 

ONLY CONDITION, YOU NEED TO REPLAY A NEW STORY… OTHERWISE, I WON’T BE IMPRESSED OF 

YOUR DOINGS.  

SO… 

HOW DO YOU LIKE THIS SUGGESTION?  

 

DELETE 

     DO NOT 

 

… 

HUH? 

WHAT DO YOU MEAN WITH DO NOT?  

WELL, WELL, WELL… I’M SURE I CAN HELP YOU OUT WITH THIS!!  

 

[Metaton slashes Frisk with some kind of weapon and Frisk passes out] 



[The entire screen goes black] 

 

Extra scenes  
 Go back to beginning  

 

[The screen stays black for 10 minutes straight] 

[After 10 minutes, Metaton’s voice can be heard again…]  

 

WELL, WELL, WELL, YOU’RE STILL THERE, AREN’T YOU?  

OHHH RIGHT!! YOU CAN’T REALLY GO ANYWHERE… EVER!!  

…  

<Name>…  

I WILL GIVE YOU THE CHANCE TO RELIVE YOUR PRETTY, LITTLE ADVENTURE AGAIN…  

UNDER ONE CONDITION…  

YOU MUST SELL ME YOUR SOUL.  

YOU MUST MAKE YOUR JOURNEY ALL ABOUT ME!!  

THEN I CAN FINISH THE REST!!!  

… 

C’MON… YOU CAN’T STAY IN THE STARS FOREVER. 

IF YOU WANT TO SHOW ME THE OTHER PLAY, YOU DON’T HAVE ANY OTHER CHOICE!!  

…  

 

(Sell Soul?) 

 

     YES  

NO  

 

[When selecting ‘YES’] 

 

FINE… 

THANKS SO MUCH FOR YOUR OFFERING, DARLING!!  

I GUESS, THIS MEANS GOODBYE FOR NOW!!  



 

[At this point, Metaton resets and restarts the game and Frisk starts at the beginning again] 

[If Frisk has selected ‘NO’, the game would automatically crash. When opening the game again, 

Metaton asks the same question again, until you accept a ‘YES’] 

 

[Frisk can either play the Genocide Route again – which is pointless – or they can play the soulless 

pacifist route] 

[When attempting a second Genocide Route, Metaton will say…] 

 

OHHHH!!  

TURNS OUT YOU’RE NOTHING MORE THAN AN ANIMAL OF HABIT!  

WELL… UNFORTUNATELY…  

I DESPISE WATCHING THE SAME SHOW TWICE!!  

WHAT’S THE POINT OF PULLING A PLAY I HAVE ALREADY WATCHED AND ENJOYED PREVIOUSLY?  

OVER TIME, IT GETS BORING AND I’M LONGING FOR SOMETHING NEW!  

SOMETHING MORE EXCITING!!  

SOMETHING I CAN BEGIN WITH IN THE FIRST PLACE!!!  

DARLING…  

WHY DON’T YOU TRY ANOTHER TIME?  

BUT THIS TIME…  

DO THINGS A LITTLE BIT DIFFERENT!!  

MAKE ME EXCITED ABOUT YOUR JOURNEY!  

DO SOMETHING I CAN START WITH IN THE BEGINNING!!  

…  

I WILL GIVE YOU A CHANCE TO RESTART!  

 

[When attempting another True Pacifist route – which is the soulless pacifist route now – everything 

including the credits stay the same like in the True Pacifist route, but the last cutscene] 

[The usual group portrait which shows up in the True Pacifist route is distorted. The faces of Frisk’s 

friends are scribbled out with black marker and Metaton’s head is shown instead of Frisk’s head] 

[Then, the portrait glitches out. The entire screen goes black and Metaton’s voice can be heard…] 

 

(OHHH, DARLING!!) 



(ALL THANKS TO YOU, <Name>…) 

(…) 

(THAT’S THE BEGINNING OF AN EVEN BIGGER SHOW!!) 

 

[Then the game ends with shooting sounds and violent screams in the background] 

 

[Of course, besides the True Pacifist ending, the genocide ending and the soulless pacifist ending, 

there are various neutral endings depending on which boss monsters Frisk has killed] 

[Since Chara’s visual appearance was cut short in the genocide part of the story, we will show you the 

different neutral endings here] 

 

[There are 13 different neutral endings, depending on how many and which monsters were killed and 

spared, and one joke ending. We will list them down below] 

 

1. Flawed pacifist ending: Every monster and boss monster is spared. Asriel and Toriel are 

befriended.  

2. Furious Mage ending 1: Frisk killed less than 10 monsters. Spared Papyrus. Spared Asriel. 

Spared Toriel. Spared or killed Undyne. Befriended Asriel.  

3. Furious Mage ending 2: Same requirements as 2. But didn’t befriend or killed Asriel.  

4. Revolution ending 1: Frisk killed 10 or more monsters. Spared Papyrus. Spared Asriel. Spared 

Toriel. Did not befriend Toriel OR befriended Toriel but killed monsters afterwards. Spared or 

killed Undyne. Befriended Asriel.  

5. Revolution ending 2: Same requirements as 4. But didn’t befriend Asriel (or killed Asriel) and 

didn’t befriend Toriel.  

6. Lone prince ending 1: Spared Papyrus. Spared Asriel. Killed Toriel. Spared or killed Undyne. 

Befriended Asriel.  

7. Lone prince ending 2: Same requirements as 6. But didn’t befriend or killed Asriel.  

8. Revenge ending: Killed Papyrus. Spared, killed, or befriended Asriel. Spared Toriel. Spared or 

killed Undyne.  

9. Undyne ending: Killed Papyrus. Killed Toriel. Spared Undyne. Spared, killed, or befriended 

Asriel.  

10. Asriel ending: Killed Papyrus, Toriel and Undyne, but spared Asriel. Befriending Asriel isn’t 

required.  

11. Dystopian ending 1: Killed all bosses (Papyrus, Asriel, Toriel and Undyne) but didn’t kill any 

other monsters.  

12. Dystopian ending 2: Killed all bosses (Papyrus, Asriel, Toriel and Undyne) and killed additional 

monsters.  

13. Aborted genocide route ending: Aborted the genocide route in Hotland but still one-shot 

Undyne.  

14. Joke ending: If any hacks were used.  

 

[Flawed pacifist ending dialogue – which is identical to that in the True Pacifist route] 



 

(Ring… Ring…) 

 

Chara [from the off]: 

Asriel [from the off]: Hey Chara, what you doing here?  

Chara [from the off]: 

Asriel [from the off]: Hey, I know that number! Slither off… Hey human!! Hey!! Remember me? It’s 

Asriel!  

Chara [from the off]: 

Asriel [from the off]: Human, I have great news since we called last time! I… I am in the Royal Guard 

now! Isn’t that great? I just thought I’d share this great news with you since you’d probably be 

interested how we’re all doing! And Chara’s in the Royal Guard, too! I wish you could’ve joined our 

Royal Guard defense army too, then we can all be in the Royal Guard together!  

Chara [from the off]: 

Asriel [from the off]: Yup, exactly what Chara says. Besides, I’m taking more baking lessons with 

Mom! You know, because providing delicious, heartwarming snacks to other monsters like some good 

cookies is part of our job. The best thing is that I’m improving day by day.  

Toriel [from the off]: He really is improving, human child at the other end of the line. The progress 

that he makes day by day makes me so proud of what has grown out of my little boy.  

Asriel [from the off]: Maaaaa!! From where did you appear out of a sudden?  

Chara [from the off]: 

Asriel [from the off]: But why didn’t you invite me over though?  

Toriel [from the off]: Greetings, other human. I think it might be nice to listen to each other again 

since we haven’t really talked very much prior. And now you’re gone, out on your own journey. I’m 

glad that you believed in yourself and made your way through obstacles and hardships. I believe that 

with your attitude, you’re an example for all of us. Things are hard right now and days might not 



always be easy, but we’re doing our best to make our living better day by day. Or how we would say – 

we will stay determined.  

Asriel [from the off]: That’s such a cool thing to say, Ma! Besides, that’s what I was doing all the time. 

I bet I have more determination than all of you! Hey, while we’re all together now, why don’t we call 

Papyrus over? I’m sure he wants to have one word or two with the human as well!  

Toriel [from the off]: I’m sure King Papyrus misses the human just as much as we miss them. However, 

it’s hard to get his attention these days. Being the King of the Underground now, he works a lot and 

wouldn’t have much spare time for things he used to enjoy. You can tell that he really takes his work 

seriously.  

Chara [from the off]: 

Toriel [from the off]: I guess so. And with that, he’s totally right.  

Asriel [from the off]: I hope the other human visits us one day!  

Toriel [from the off]: …  

Chara [from the off]: 

Asriel [from the off]: Yeah, I know, that sounds nearly impossible, no need for staring. But at least, we 

can hope, right? I… It’s just, I already miss the human so much!!  

Chara [from the off]: 

Asriel [from the off]: Goodbye, other human!! And don’t forget us! (Also, please find a way to visit us 

one day.) 

Toriel [from the off]: Farewell, human! Although you are not with us anymore, you will always be in 

our hearts. Good luck on your fateful journey!  

Chara [from the off]: 

 

(Click!) 

 

[Furious Mage ending 1 dialogue] 

 

(Ring… Ring…) 

 

Chara [from the off]: 



Asriel [from the off]: Hey Chara, what you doing here?  

Chara [from the off]: 

Asriel [from the off]: Hey, I know that number! Slither off… Hey human!! Hey!! Remember me? It’s 

Asriel!  

Chara [from the off]: 

Asriel [from the off]: Human, I hope you didn’t miss me too much while you’re in your world! 

Hopefully, we will see each other soon and then… then probably, you can even get to know my 

mother! Yeah, you both still don’t know each other and to be honest… I don’t know whether she 

really wants to get to know you that badly. She still has a bad grudge onto humanity since a peculiar 

incident that happened four years ago. Especially in the last few days, she has been acting very 

moody. Sigh… Wish I could help her feel better. I tried to make some gingerbread cookies for her, but 

she would always tell me not to mess with the kitchen. I really don’t know what’s bothering her that 

much and she doesn’t want to talk about it with me. … What should I do? Hm… Maybe we should 

wait for you to return… Then, you can tell her that you really didn’t mean all that mean stuff you did 

previously, alright? I’m sure this is gonna work! Man, I miss you so much, other human. Now I only 

have Chara again…  

Chara [from the off]: 

Asriel [from the off]: I didn’t mean it that way! You’re… You’re awesome!  

Chara [from the off]: 

Asriel [from the off]: … I-I think I should really go check my Ma now. See you later, Chara!  

Chara [from the off]: 

 

(Click!) 

 

[Furious Mage ending 2 dialogue] 

 

(Ring… Ring…) 

 

Chara [from the off]: 



 

(Click!) 

 

[Revolution ending 1 dialogue] 

 

(Ring… Ring…) 

 

Chara [from the off]: 

Asriel [from the off]: Hey Chara-  

Chara [from the off]: 

Asriel [from the off]: Yeah, I know. I just wanted to leave the other human a message. … [to Frisk] 

Well, human, I – your friend Asriel Dreemurr – need your help. Things are catastrophic in the 

Underground. Papyrus abdicated and Chara is hiding from an angry mob of monsters. I tried to talk 

sense to my mother several times, but she wouldn’t listen. She kept repeating things like “it’s for your 

own good”. … Only if she knew what’s for my own good.  

Chara [from the off]: 

Asriel [from the off]: … I honestly don’t know. I thought you could just come by and reason with her, 

other human. But on second thought… My mother is REALLY mad at you.  

 

[If Frisk has befriended Toriel but killed monsters afterwards, Asriel has following dialogue] 

 

Asriel [from the off]: She thought you have changed, but apparently, she’s disappointed at you now 

and desires to burn you alive. Man, you must have really messed up if she wasn’t even THAT 

disappointed in me.  

 



[If Frisk didn’t befriend Toriel, Asriel has following dialogue instead] 

 

Asriel [from the off]: She doesn’t really know you that well, but according from what she has seen 

from you, she isn’t impressed. I tried to explain to her that she should get to know you first, but she 

wasn’t interested.  

 

[Asriel then resumes with his usual dialogue] 

 

Asriel [from the off]: Sooo… I wouldn’t recommend you come back if you don’t want to be burned 

alive. I don’t even know how it feels like. Anyway… That was all that’s gotta be said, I guess.  

Chara [from the off]: 

Asriel [from the off]: Can I stay with you two?  

Chara [from the off]: 

Asriel [from the off]: … Okay…  

Chara [from the off]: 

 

(Click!) 

 

[Revolution ending 2 dialogue] 

 

(Ring… Ring…) 

 

Chara [from the off]: 

 

[If Frisk has killed Asriel, Chara has following dialogue] 

 

Chara [from the off]: 



 

[If Frisk has spared Asriel, Chara has following dialogue] 

 

Chara [from the off]: 

 

[Chara then resumes with their usual dialogue] 

 

Chara [from the off]: 

 

(Click!) 

 

[Lone prince ending 1 dialogue] 

 

(Ring… Ring…) 

 

Chara [from the off]: 

Asriel [from the off]: Yeah… Hey, other human! It’s me, Asriel, again. I don’t know why Chara is so 

salty today, but don’t be too hard on them, okay? They had… let me say, a difficult past with 

humanity. Therefore, being persecuted by monsters must have awoken hurt feelings inside 

themselves. … A few days ago, Papyrus took over the throne, but the monsters were so mad, they 

revolted against Papyrus’ new pro-humanity policy. So, Papyrus abdicated, and the monsters started 

chasing Chara. I understand… That must be very heartbreaking for them. I’m doing my best every day 

to let Chara know that they’re still loved and accepted by me! Asriel Dreemurr – the only monster 

who supports his human best friend! But Chara wasn’t too happy about my visits. They fear that if I’m 

coming by the monsters would find out about their hiding spot. Man, that’s so unfair! Why must I be 

excluded from the fun? … Different topic, now. Do you have an idea where my mom is? I can’t find 

her anywhere, no matter where I search. Looks like the Underground hasn’t set up a new government 

either. Yeah, things are pretty messed up recently and I hope they would resolve themselves, but I’m 

not sure about that. What do I do now when nobody seems to have time for me? I hope you will 

come back one day, so we can look for a solution together! How about that? … Hm… Chara told me 

that I shouldn’t stay too long, so I guess this is goodbye. Um… Goodbye, other human!  

Chara [from the off]: 



 

(Click!) 

 

[Lone prince ending 2 dialogue] 

 

(Ring… Ring…) 

 

Chara [from the off]: 

 

[If Asriel is killed…] 

 

Chara [from the off]: 

 

[If Asriel is spared…] 

 

Chara [from the off]: 

 

Chara [from the off]: 

 

(Click!) 

 

[Revenge ending dialogue] 

 

(Ring… Ring…) 

 



Chara [from the off]: 

 

(Click!) 

 

[Undyne ending dialogue]  

 

(Ring… Ring…) 

 

Chara [from the off]: 

Undyne [from the off]: NGAAAAHHHH!! YEAH!! You heard right, integrated human!!  

Chara [from the off]: 

Undyne [from the off]: FUHUHUHU!! Isn’t it obvious? I, the TRUE QUEEN, face of all TVs in the 

Underground, have access to all mobile devices!! That’s so AWESOME about ME being the new queen 

of the Underground, fuhuhu!! HAH! You must be the bad guy on the phone, right? Let me get one 

thing straight for you: Now, it’s ME who’s ruling down here! Which means… NO HUMANS 

TOLERATED!! Should’ve known from the beginning that you people were nothing more than a PILE OF 

SCUM!! I mean, how hated must you be when even ANOTHER HUMAN hates you, fuhuhu! … Anyway, 

things are going GREAT under my reign! Although… We don’t have that many bad guys to fight, that’s 

why we’re currently re-airing old episodes. And of course, there’s still our PRECIOUS integrated 

human!! My favorite punching bag, FUHUHU!!  

Chara [from the off]: 

Undyne [from the off]: Exactly! Besides, you’re already so well integrated, it would be a SCUM if we 

killed somebody like you to free the Underground! BUT… if any other human DARES to show their 

atrocious face down here, I will MAKE SURE TO BEAT THEM UP IN NO TIME!! FUHUHUHU!! Anyway, 

where’s that ridiculous peachboy, who likes to get into trouble so often?  

 

[If Asriel was spared or spared and befriended previously, Chara has following dialogue] 



 

Chara [from the off]: 

 

[If Asriel was killed previously, Chara has following dialogue] 

 

Chara [from the off]: 

 

[Undyne’s dialogue will resume as following]   

 

Undyne [from the off]: ARRGHH!! FORGET IT!! We don’t NEED that peachboy right now! Fact is, I am 

AWESOME and the TRUE QUEEN THE UNDERGROUND NEEDS, NGAAAHHHH!! AND WHEN I REACHED 

THE SURFACE, I will assure you that I will HUNT YOU DOWN AND BURN THOUSANDS OF VILLAGES 

UNTIL I FIND YOU, UNINTEGRATED HUMAN!! And then… then I will TEAR YOU APART!! So you will not 

only be unintegrated, you will be DISINTEGRATED! FUHUHUHU!!!!! In the meantime, make sure to 

check out the ‘ANIME COFFEE HOUSE’!! QUEEN CERTIFIED OF COURSE, FUHUHU!!  

 

(Click!) 

 

[Asriel ending dialogue] 

 

(Ring… Ring…) 

 

Asriel [from the off]: Hey, other human!! Chara’s kinda busy. Also, they really don’t want to talk with 

you right now, so that’s why I’m calling. Guess what? Chara’s ruling now and I’m their right-hand 

wingman!! I haven’t seen this coming in a hundred years! Sounds pretty exciting, right? Well, it’s 

really not that exciting. First, if I’m a so-called wingman, where are my wings? Second, Chara seems 

really mad at you… Well, that’s understandable. After all, they lost two brothers on the same day 

where I lost my mother. Besides, we don’t have a local TV star anymore. That’s atrocious! Who’s 

gonna pull us out of this seemingly eternal boredom now? Hmpf… You have really messed up this 

time. But guess what? I’m not mad of you or something. Probably because we won’t get to see each 

other anyway! Besides, what’s the point of staying mad? You did very bad things and there’s nothing I 

can do against your wrongdoings. But… I do feel bad about Chara. You know… The Underground has 

been their only home. Down here, there were the first people who accepted them the way they are. I 

honestly would be devastated too if you took the life of half my family. Well, technically, you did! 

Man… This feels all too much for me! Why am I already a wingman? I’m only 18! Anyway, I don’t think 

there’s much to talk about anymore. I better go bake some cookies for Chara. See you never!  

 



(Click!)  

 

[Dystopian ending 1 dialogue] 

 

(Ring… Ring…) 

 

Chara [from the off]: 

 

(Click!) 

 

[Dystopian ending 2 dialogue – No mercy route] 

 

(Ring… Ring…) 

 

Chara [from the off]: 

 

(Click!) 

 

[Aborted genocide route ending] 



 

(Ring… Ring…) 

 

Chara [from the off]: 

 

[Chara passes the phone to Asgore] 

 

Asgore [from the off]: Well…hello there. You must be that human that caused the evacuation. My 

dear Tori warned me about you. Tori… I miss her so much. So, I fulfilled her last wish. This time, I 

don’t want to be a coward again. I pulled my nerves together and told every monster to hide from 

you. Guess you didn’t even bother to finish off every monster. Not saying that you should, not at all. 

I’m just saying… Why are you doing this over and over again? What’s the point of you playing the 

same game infinitely? … I understand why Tori is disgusted of me… I used to be that kind of coward as 

well. I thought, with DETERMINATION, I could play by my own rules. I realized just now… how wrong 

that was of me, and I tried to become a better person … I can’t say the same for you though. Maybe, 

you’re still a coward, who thinks of this world as a game. You’re stuck in the role of an ambitionless 

killer, just like how you were in another time. In another world. … In another Underground. … Frisk… I 

assume you came back just to play the game again. Your DETERMINATION has transformed you into 

nothing more than a shadow of the second human. … As someone, who lost my entire family to you, I 

only have one thing to say to you… Do better next time. …  

 

(Click!) 

 

[Joke ending] 

[The Joke ending is an unofficial neutral ending and isn’t accessible during normal gameplay, only if 

Frisk uses hacks] 

 

(Ring… Ring…) 

 

Chara [from the off]: 



If you don’t use any hacks 

next time. 

 

(Click!) 

 

Wingding translations 
 Go back to beginning  

 

6 Left 

1 THEN DO ME THE FAVOR AND DIE HUMAN 

2 GODDAMNIT WHAT WAS THAT FOR? 

 

2 Left  

3 PLEASE STOP CHASING ME!! 

 

DETERMINATION  

4 LEAVE ME THE SPOTLIGHT FOR ONCE!! 

 

Temmie translations 
 Go back to beginning  

 

4 Left  

5 Halt, human!!  

6 Halt! You! You very bad, human, you know? Captain found Temmie alone and sad… And Captain told 

Temmie, you not only cancelled Mew Mew con… You, human, also killed every monster!! … That’s, 

that’s not true, is it? You a Mew Mew fan like Temmie too!  

7 What you mean? You… You do not like Mew Mew?  

8 Why you do this, human? Why you ruin every monster? Why you kill everybody? …  

9 Hey! You not even answered Temmie’s question! … You weird, human… (What Temmie do now? 

How Temmie deal with human?) 

10 … … (Temmie got this!) 

11 L- Look… 

12 (Oh gosh, Temmie so scared. But Temmie can’t give up…) 

13 It’s the Captain!  



14 But you… you’re bleeding…  


